
       November 18, 2009 
 
Dear Forum Participant 
 
Attached are the minutes of the Aeronautical Charting Forum, Instrument Procedures 
Group (ACF-IPG) held on October 27, 2009.  The meeting was hosted by the FAA’s 
National Aeronautical Navigation (AeroNav) Services (formerly NACO), 1305 East-
West Highway, SSMC 4, Silver Spring, MD 20910.  An office of primary responsibility 
(OPR) action listing (Atch 1) and an attendance listing (Atch 2) are attached to the 
minutes. 
 
Please review the minutes and attachments for accuracy and forward any comments 
to the following: 
 
Mr. Tom Schneider     Copy to: Mr. Bill Hammett 
FAA/AFS-420      FAA/AFS-420 (ISI) 
P.O. Box 25082     6 Pope Circle 
Oklahoma City, OK  73125    Nashua. NH 03063 
 
Phone: 405-954-5852     Phone: 603-521-7706 
FAX: 405-954-5270     FAX:  603-521-7706 (Call first) 
E-mail: thomas.e.schneider@faa.gov   E-mail: bill.ctr.hammett@faa.gov  
 
The AFS-420 web site contains information relating to ongoing activities including the 
ACF-IPG.  The home page is located at:  
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afs/afs400/afs420/
acfipg/   
This site contains copies of minutes of the past two meeting as well as a 
chronological history of open and closed issues to include the original submission, a 
brief synopsis of the discussion at each meeting, the current status of open issues, 
required follow-up action(s), and the OPR for those actions.  There is also a link to the 
Charting Group web site.  We encourage participants to use these sites for reference 
in preparation for future meetings. 
 
ACF Meeting 10-01 is scheduled for April 27-29, 2010, with the Air Line Pilots 
Association (ALPA), 535 Herndon Parkway, Herndon, VA  20192 as host.  Meeting  
10-02 is scheduled for October 26-28, 2010, with the MITRE Corporation, 7515 
Colshire Drive, Building II, Room 1N100, McLean, Virginia as host. 
 
Please note that meetings begin promptly at 8:30 AM and dress is business casual.  
Please forward new issue items for the 10-01 IPG meeting to the above addressees 
not later than April 9th.  A reminder notice will be sent. 
 
We look forward to your continued participation. 
 
 
 
Thomas E. Schneider, FAA/AFS-420 
Co-Chairman, Aeronautical Charting Forum, 
Chairman, Instrument Procedures Group 
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GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM 
INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES GROUP 
Meeting 09-02 Silver Spring, MD.  

October 27, 2009 
 

1.  Opening Remarks: 
 
Mr. Tom Schneider, AFS-420, Flight Standards co-chair of the Aeronautical Charting Forum 
(ACF) and chair of the Instrument Procedures Group (IPG) opened the meeting at 8:30 AM on 
October 27, 2009.  The FAA’s National Aeronautical Navigation Services, NANS, (a 
combination of the former NFPO and NACO organizations) hosted the meeting at their Silver 
Spring, MD facility.  John Moore made welcoming and administrative comments on behalf of 
NANS.  A listing of attendees is included as attachment 2.  
 
2.  Briefings:  There were no briefings presented at this meeting. 

 
3.  Review of Minutes of Last Meeting:  
 
Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI) briefed that the minutes of ACF-IPG 09-01, which was held on 
April 28, 2009, were electronically distributed to all attendees as well as the ACF-IPG Master 
Mailing List on June 1, 2009.  One comment was received from Mike Frank, AJT-28, 
regarding an editorial change to issue 09-01-284; however, the comment was received too 
late to correct the minutes distributed at the meeting.  Bill advised that the history file for the 
issue would be revised to indicate Mike’s desired correction. 
 
4.  Old Business (Open Issues): 
 

a. 92-02-105:  Review Adequacy of TERPS Circling Approach Maneuvering Areas and    
Circling at Airports with High Heights Above Airports (HAAs). 

 
Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI), briefed that TERPS Change 21, which contains the new circling 
criteria as briefed at the ACF, was signed and effective on August 27.  AFS-420 and NANS 
are currently developing an implementation process that will address the most severely 
impacted airports first; e.g., high altitude, high HAA, etc.  After 17 years on the agenda, Bill 
recommended this issue be closed.  The group concurred.  Also see Charting Group issue 09-
01-213 regarding charting of revised circling area radii.   
 
Status:  Item Closed. 

 
b. 92-02-110:  Cold Station Altimeter Settings (Includes Issue 04-01-251).  

 
Catherine Majauskas, AFS-470, briefed that there is nothing new to report on this issue.  John 
Swigart, AFS-470, added that the Branch has been understaffed (down three personnel) and 
two staffers are working RNP issues.  Two recent new hires should prompt action.  Tom 
Schneider, AFS-420, asked the status of the MITRE study.  John responded that it is on-
going. 
 
Status:  AFS-470 will continue to work the issue and report progress of the MITRE study.  
Item Open (AFS-470). 
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 c. 96-01-166:  Determining Descent Point on Flyby Waypoints (Originally: Definition of 
“On Course”). 

 
Al Herndon, MITRE, provided a briefing on a MITRE study that assessed FMS performance 
regarding descent at the waypoint bisector.  The study included all FMS manufacturers and 
used a standard route for all systems.  The route included a SID from Ontario, CA followed by 
flight through several en route points with altitude changes to connect with the RIIVR 2 STAR 
into Los Angeles.  The tests confirmed that all aircraft were well within the TERPS lateral 
protected airspace for the turns.  Additionally, all fully automated VNAV systems met the 
required altitude restrictions at the bisector.  91% of FMS units tested were within 150 feet of 
the calculated altitude at the course change bisector in a descending turn.  The remaining 9% 
that were not within 150’ were caused by early descent.  Based on the study, Al 
recommended the issue be closed.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, stated that we have not 
satisfied the initial request and recommended that the issue remain open until AIM language 
has been published.  A copy of the MITRE study is included here           . 
 
Status:  AFS-470 to develop AIM and other educational material.  Item Open (AFS-470). 
 
 d. 98-01-197:  Air Carrier Compliance with FAA-specified Climb Gradients. 
 
Catherine Majauskas, AFS-470, briefed that Mark Steinbicker, Manager, AFS-470, brought 
the issue before the PARC.  The PARC felt it did not have all of the necessary expertise for 
this discussion and recommended the ATA CNS Task Force as a good resource.  The CNS 
Task Force was unable to work the issue; therefore, it is still in the PARC.  Al Herndon, 
MITRE, reported that Grady Boyce from Delta is forming a working group to research the 
issue.  Rich Boll, NBAA, stated that the issue is addressed in AC 90-105 and similar language 
should be incorporated into AC 90-100 as necessary measure to help close the issue.  
Catherine will take this information back to Mark. 
 
Status:  AFS-470 to monitor PARC progress and report.  Item Open (AFS-470). 
 
 e. 02-01-238:  Part 97 “Basic” Minima; ATC DP Minima, and DP NOTAMs. 
 
There was no one from the ATO System Operations Service Unit, NOTAM group, AJR-32, in 
attendance to provide an update on the issue.  Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI), stated that he has 
been working with the ICAO NOTAM Working Group in re-writing Order JO 7930.2 to 
accommodate the planned Federal NOTAM System (FNS).  Bill stated that he had spoken 
with Gary Bobik, AJR-32, who is the OPR for the current JO 7930.2.  Gary said that there 
would be at least one, and perhaps two, updates to the current Order prior to the full re-write 
and he is agreeable to putting SIDs and STARs under the FDC process as an interim 
measure prior to implementing the ICAO Series.   
 
Status:  AJR-32 to continue to track efforts to revise Order 7930.2 to include all instrument 
flight procedure NOTAMs under a common format and continue to provide periodic updates 
on the NOTAM system upgrade.  Item Open (AJR-32). 
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ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (FMS), 
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Abstract 
 


The differences in performance of various 
manufacturers’ Flight Management Systems 
(FMSs) and their associated Flight Management 
Computers (FMCs) have the potential for 
significant impact on the air traffic control system 
and as such need to be examined and reexamined.  
While Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required 
Navigation Performance (RNP) procedures and 
routes are designed according to criteria contained 
in Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) orders, 
FMC manufacturers build their systems in 
accordance with Minimum Aviation System 
Performance Standards (MASPS) [1] and Minimum 
Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) [2] 
for area navigation systems, Technical Service 
Orders and Advisory Circulars.  It is anticipated 
that the resulting performance of the aircraft FMC 
will meet the procedure design requirements 
identified in the FAA criteria. 


Airlines and air traffic controllers have as their 
goal flight procedures where aircraft operations 
meet expectations for repeatability and 
predictability to levels of performance sufficient to 
support performance based operations in the 
National Airspace System (NAS).  Sometimes, due 
to the nearly independent development of procedure 
design criteria and aircraft performance standards, 
the paths of various aircraft on the same procedure 
do not overlap and do not match the expectancy of 
the procedure designer.  These differences may 
result from any or all of the following: variations in 
FMC equipment installed on the aircraft; variations 
and errors in procedure coding in the FMC 


navigation database; variations in aircraft-to-FMC 
interface and associated aircraft performance 
capabilities; and variations in flight crew training 
and procedures. 


The hypothesis of this paper is that the basic 
FMCs built by avionics manufacturers and installed 
as the core of the FMC/FMS combinations in 
various airframe platforms perform differently and 
we will attempt to quantify those differences.  This 
paper focuses on aspects of lateral and vertical 
flight FMC performance when processing 
mandatory block altitudes, aircraft bank angle on 
turns above nineteen thousand five hundred feet 
(Flight Level [FL]195), determining the vertical 
transition point at fly-by waypoints, and execution 
of Optimized Profile Descents (OPDs).  Public 
instrument procedures flown using RNAV are used 
as the baseline for measuring performance 
variations. 


Controlled field observations trials were made 
using thirteen test benches and four simulators at 
seven major FMC manufacturers and three airlines.  
The intent of this report is to contribute technical 
data as a foundation for the acceptance of 
mandatory block altitude usage in RNAV and Basic 
RNP procedures; allow Standard Instrument 
Departure (SID) and Standard Arrival (STAR) 
procedure design criteria to utilize bank angles in 
excess of five degrees above FL195; satisfy an open 
FAA/Industry Aeronautical Charting Forum issue 
concerning the vertical transition point at fly-by 
waypoints; and assess FMC processing of an 
Optimized Profile Descent. 
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Introduction 
The FAA is committed to transitioning to a 


performance-based NAS.  Performance-Based 
Navigation (PBN) is defined as navigation along a 
route, procedure, or within airspace that requires a 
specified minimum level of performance for system 
elements.  Key concepts of this PBN system are 
based upon RNAV and RNP involving terminal 
SIDs, STARs, Instrument Approach Procedures 
(IAPs), and en route and oceanic procedures. 


The MITRE Corporation’s Center for 
Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD) 
has supported the FAA in identifying and analyzing 
differences among widely used operational FMSs 
and in particular their associated FMCs.  The FMC 
is the core of the FMS and performs the navigation 
calculations.  This report is part of a continuing 
effort beginning with Assessment of Operational 
Differences Among Flight Management Systems [3] 
in 2004, to focus on the differences in how aircraft 
using different FMSs/FMCs execute specific 
procedures resulting in different tracks being flown 
by the aircraft. 


In 2005, Analysis of Advanced Flight 
Management Systems (FMSs) [4] reported that there 
are four primary areas that contribute to variations 
in the aircraft RNAV/RNP paths: 


1. FMC equipment installed on the 
aircraft 


2. Procedure coding (errors) in the FMC 
navigation database 


3. Aircraft to FMC interface and 
associated aircraft performance 
capabilities 


4. Flight crew training and procedures 


In 2006, Analysis of Advanced Flight 
Management Systems (FMSs), FMC Field 
Observations Trails, Lateral Path [5]; in 2007, 
Analysis of Advanced Flight Management Systems 
(FMSs), FMC Field Observations Trials, Vertical 
Path [6]; and in 2008,  Advanced Flight 
Management Systems (FMSs), FMC Field 
Observations Trials, Radius-to-Fix Path 
Terminators [7] focused on the first item.  The 
reports explored FMC equipment installed on the 
aircraft and how the equipment processed lateral, 
vertical, and Radius-to-Fix (RF) paths.  This paper 


reports on combinations of paths and terminators 
that currently may be used in public SIDs, STARs 
and instrument approaches as detailed in ARINC 
Navigation Systems Database Specification 424 [8]. 


An extensive trial and data collection plan was 
developed to facilitate the trials and to make the 
collection effort minimal for a manufacturer or an 
airline.  Manufacturers do not typically allow access 
to their developmental and test areas; however, 
agreements were developed to treat the data as 
proprietary and to disassociate analysis and 
reporting from the manufacturer’s name.  As a 
result, data from seven of the major flight 
management computer avionics manufacturers and 
three airlines was obtained.  The data was analyzed 
and the results are compiled in this document.  


Scope 
This paper describes lateral and vertical paths 


computed by flight management computers.  The 
data was obtained from thirteen test benches and 
four simulators at seven major FMC manufacturers 
and three airlines.  It reports on the development, 
conduct, results and analysis of the Field 
Observations Trials which took place between 
February and August, 2009. 


Background 
Since the FAA began the development and 


implementation of RNAV procedures several years 
ago, air traffic controllers have had an expectation 
that the use of RNAV and RNP procedures would 
result in more accurate and predictable paths and 
less pilot-controller communications.  For the most 
part, RNAV and RNP procedures have achieved 
these goals, but due to differences in ground speeds 
and variations in the performance of FMCs, track 
conformance has not been as good as expected.  As 
procedures were implemented at different locations, 
it was identified almost immediately that while on 
RNAV procedures, aircraft flying at different 
speeds and differently equipped aircraft do not all 
fly lateral paths the same way, nor do they turn or 
climb or descend at the same points in space.  The 
first observed differences involved lateral path 
construction and then as vertical path construction 
became more important to the future of PBN, 
vertical differences were also observed.  
Differences, especially differences in lateral and 
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vertical path were explored in Analysis of Advanced 
Flight Management Systems (FMSs), FMC Field 
Observations Trails, Lateral Path [5] in 2006; 
Analysis of Advanced Flight Management Systems 
(FMSs), FMC Field Observations Trials, Vertical 
Path [6] in 2007; and Advanced Flight Management 
Systems (FMSs), FMC Field Observations Trials, 
Radius-to-Fix Path Terminators [7] in 2008. 


In the constantly changing world of PBN the 
task of guidance, or the FMS control of the lateral 
and vertical profile, and the ability of the associated 
FMCs to comply with speed and altitude constraints 
at waypoints continues to be important to 
investigate.  Variations in FMC equipage are not 
only a problem caused by the differences in types of 
aircraft, where varied performance capabilities 
based on airframe and engines are expected, but 
many times the same type of aircraft may also have 
differences.  These differences may result from an 
aircraft manufacturer’s use of different FMCs in the 
FMSs. 


This paper investigates four issues that are of 
interest to FAA Flight Standards, the FAA 
RNAV/RNP Group and industry. 


1. Mandatory Block Altitudes:  Described in 
the FAA Instrument Flying Handbook [9], 
as “an altitude depicted on a chart with two 
altitude values underscored and overscored.  
Aircraft are required to maintain altitude 
between the two depicted values.”  Such 
altitudes are depicted on approximately 218 
conventional and RNAV STARs and 
approximately 249 conventional and 
RNAV SIDs worldwide but are currently 
not allowed to be used in the United States 
on RNAV SIDs or STARs.  Conclusions 
and recommendations in this report will aid 
in influencing the use of mandatory block 
altitudes on RNAV and basic RNP 
procedures. 


2. Aircraft Bank Angle Above FL195:  
Procedure designers are restricted by 
RTCA DO-236B, Minimum Aviation 
System Performance Standards: Required 
Navigation Performance for Area 
Navigation [1] and FAA Order 8260.54A, 
The United States Standard for Area 
Navigation (RNAV) [10] to a default aircraft 
bank angle of 5 degrees on high altitude 


fly-by transitions.  The resulting Distance 
of Turn Anticipation (DTA) computations 
require lengthy distances between 
waypoints above FL195 and can limit 
procedure construction in complex 
airspace. Conclusions and 
recommendations in this report may 
provide criteria relief for the 5 degree 
aircraft bank angle restriction. 


3. Determining Vertical Transition Point at 
Fly-by Waypoints: Described in RTCA 
DO-236B, Minimum Aviation System 
Performance Standards: Required 
Navigation Performance for Area 
Navigation Section 3.2.8.5 [1] as “VNAV 
Path Transitions,” when a lateral and a 
vertical transition occur at the same fix, the 
system  is required to meet the altitude 
constraint at the lateral bisector of the turn.  
Conclusions and recommendations in this 
report should aid in satisfying 
FAA/Industry Aeronautical Charting 
Forum Issue No. 96-01-166 which 
questions where RNAV equipped aircraft 
actually satisfy an altitude constraint at a 
fly-by waypoint. 


4. Optimized Profile Descent (OPD): 
Described in FAA Delivering NextGen, 
Flexible Terminal Airspace [11] as 
“permitting aircraft to remain at higher 
altitudes on arrival at the airport and use 
lower power settings during descent.  OPD 
arrival procedures will provide for less 
noise and more fuel efficient operations.”  
The FAA has designated certain procedures 
within the NAS as OPDs and the 
conclusions of this report will verify OPD 
design and report on the capabilities of 
FMCs to process a typical OPD. 


Field Observations Trial 
Field observations trials were a key component 


of the data collection.  To conduct the trials, a plan 
was developed and provided to the FAA and 
industry participants for approval.  Good 
participation is essential for the data collection.  A 
list of the manufacturers, the versions of FMC 
models/software, and the range of aircraft 
represented is discussed along with the selection of 
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public procedures used during execution of the trial 
plan. 


 


 


Trial Plan Development 
 


     Starting with recommendations from 
previous analysis efforts, several investigative areas 
were considered for this report.  As mentioned in 
the Introduction, there are four primary areas that 
contribute to variations in the aircraft lateral and 
vertical paths: FMC equipment installed on the 
aircraft; procedure coding in the FMC navigation 
database; aircraft to FMC interface and associated 
aircraft performance capabilities; and flight crew 
procedures: 


1.  FMC equipment installed on the aircraft:  
The same type of aircraft may have FMCs from 
different manufacturers and/or different FMC 
models from the same manufacturer.  Also as 
expected, different types of aircraft will have 
FMCs from different manufacturers installed.    


2.  Procedure coding in the FMC navigation 
database: Different versions of ARINC 424 used 
in the FMC, as well as database suppliers 
interpretation and coding of a procedure, can 
have an impact on how the aircraft complies 
with the generated lateral navigation (LNAV) 
and vertical navigation (VNAV) paths. 


3.  Aircraft to FMC interface and associated 
aircraft performance capabilities:  FMC 
manufacturers often supply their systems to 
different aircraft manufacturers.  The same 
model FMC may be installed in a Boeing 
aircraft and an Airbus aircraft where the aircraft 
performance requirements require the particular 
FMC model to be tailored.  Some manufacturers 
offer differently tailored FMCs to different 
customers operating the same type aircraft. 
These different airframes when joined with 
different engine combinations will, as expected, 
have performance capabilities that differ; for 
example, acceleration, climb rate, maximum 
allowable bank angle, etc.  


4.  Flight crew procedures:   Airline flight 
crews and general aviation crews have extensive 


differences in training requirements and 
standards as well as different operating 
philosophies and procedures.  For example, 
speed schedules may vary considerably and 
some flight crews may be instructed to use all 
available FMC, autopilot guidance and FMS 
automation provided while some operators 
explicitly limit what flight crews may use.  
These variations in flight crew operating 
procedures have not been fully examined. 


Of these four areas, two and three were 
examined previously1 and were found to have 
significant negative impact on the repeatability of 
LNAV and VNAV paths and based on 
recommendations in those reports the decision was 
made to focus on core functionality and examine 
differences in FMCs. Previous reports2 examined 
the LNAV, VNAV and Radius-to-Fix paths.  The 
intention of this report is to examine aircraft 
tracking on a series of procedures to accommodate 
the four stated goals for the trials.   


The methods of the trial plan were to: 


1. Control all pertinent variables through 
standardized trial scenarios. 


2. Use public procedures that are in use in 
the NAS today. 


3. Incorporate as many different 
manufacturers’ FMCs as possible.  


a. Use airline high fidelity 
simulators to validate fixed-
based simulation resources.  


4. Facilitate the trials and data collection 
process. 


5. Protect the data provided by the 
manufacturers. 
 


To successfully accomplish the goal of the 
trials to directly compare different systems’ 
performance, unprocessed data needed to be 
obtained. This data can only be obtained from 
manufacturers’ test bench or test station computers 
(sometimes called Engineering Cabs or System 
Integration Test Stations [SITS]), as all errors 
associated with atmosphere, sensors, and other 
peripheral systems can be eliminated, leaving the 
focus directly on the FMC.  These “bench FMCs” 


                                                      
1 Steinbach [3] and Herndon et al. [4] 
2 Herndon et al. [5, 6 & 7] 
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are only available in the research and development 
labs of the manufacturers.  In addition, when 
necessary to fill equipment gaps, airline simulators 
were used.  The authors recognize that most modern 
simulators use re-hosted FMC’s and therefore, the 
simulator data was vetted for accuracy before use. 


Manufacturer/Airline Participation 
 


Seven FMC manufacturers and three airlines 
agreed to participate in the trials and data collection 
effort.  These seven manufacturers and the airlines’ 
FMCs provide over 95% of the civil FMC systems 
in service today.  The high fidelity simulators and 
the bench observations involved simulating an 
aircraft flying public procedures, with pre-
determined parameters recorded for each flight.  At 
each manufacturing site and airline, the same 
observation profile was accomplished.   


     Participating manufacturers and airline and 
their associated FMC models are presented in Table 
1. 


 


Table 1. FMC Test Benches/Simulators 


Manufacturer FMC Aircraft 


GE Aviation U10.7 B737-800 sFMS 
USB Test Bench 


GE Aviation U10.8 B737-800 
Engineering Cab 


Thales FMS2 Airbus 320 Test 
Bench 


Thales FMS2 Airbus 320 US 
Airways CAE 
Simulator 


Honeywell Pegasus
2009 


Airbus 330 Emirates 
CAE Simulator 


Honeywell EPIC, 
Version 
7.1 


Embraer 190 System 
Integration Test 
Station (SITS) 


Honeywell EPIC, 
Version 
7.1 


Gulfstream 550 
System Integration 
Test Station (SITS) 


Honeywell AIMS2, 
Version 


B777-300 


14 Engineering Cab 


Honeywell 747-4, 
Load 16 


B747-400 Test 
Bench 


Honeywell Pegasus 
2009 


B767-300 Test 
Bench 


Honeywell Pegasus 
2009 
R1-A 


Airbus 320 Test 
Bench 


Honeywell 380 Airbus 380 Emirates 
CAE Simulator 


Honeywell Pegasus
2009 


Airbus 320 jetBlue 
CAE Simulator 


Rockwell 
Collins 


FMS-
6000 


CL-604 Test Bench 


Universal 
Avionics 


UNS-
1Ew 
SCN 
1000.1 


Cessna Citation II 
Test Bench 


Garmin G1000 Embraer Phenom 
100 Test Bench 


CMC 
Electronics 


CMA-
9000 


Test Bench:     
L1011 Performance 
and Hybrid 
Autoflight System 


 


Trial Plan 
 


The previously proven plan3 was amended and 
presented to the airline and each manufacturer to 
provide the required information to setup the FMC 
and collect the required data.  The NAS was 
searched for published procedures to satisfy the 
intentions stated previously.  A flight from 
California’s Ontario International Airport (KONT) 
to Los Angeles International Airport (KLAX) was 
selected.  CAASD provided each manufacturer and 
airline a Field Observations Trial Plan with a 
designated route to be flown twice, once without 
wind and once with a wind direction of 060 degrees 
and a velocity varying linearly from 100 knots at 
FL350 to 0 knots at ground level to show the effects 


                                                      
3  Herndon et al. [5, 6 & 7] 
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of tailwinds in descent path construction and 
execution.  Cost Index (CI) was set at zero for those 
FMCs with CI capability.   The route clearance was 
KONT, the PRADO SIX DEPARTURE, 
THERMAL TRANSITION, direct CADEZ 
INTERSECTION, direct GLACO 
INTERSECTION, the RIIVER TWO ARRIVAL to 
Los Angeles, HECTOR TRANSITION, and the 
RNAV (GPS) RUNWAY 25 LEFT approach to Los 
Angeles International Airport (KLAX), RIIVR 
TRANSITION.  The altitude assignments were to 
climb to FL350, cross CADEZ at FL340, cross 
GLACO at FL320, cross HECTOR at FL300 and 
“descend via” the RIIVR TWO ARRIVAL to Los 
Angeles.   With the exception of the instrument 
approach to KLAX, these procedures were 
conventional and the Trial Plan required them to be 
flown using RNAV.  RNAV equipped aircraft 
routinely fly conventional procedures using RNAV.  
For the trials the maximum use of the automation 
capability of the FMS was required.  It was 
preferred to have pilots operate the test benches but 
operating engineers were acceptable.  Careful 
attention to the vertical path was required for 
FMCs/FMSs with advisory VNAV or VNAV 
guidance since the path had to be manually 
maintained.  The entire route was available in the 
public 28 day update navigation database.  See 
Figure 1. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1.  Route From KONT to KLAX 


 


      The PRADO SIX DEPARTURE provided a 
mandatory block altitude, other altitude restrictions 
and several turns for data comparison.  See Figure 
2. 
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Figure 2.  KONT PRADO SIX DEPARTURE 


 


          CADEZ and GLACO intersections were used 
to tie the departure and arrival procedures together 
which provided excellent paths to explore bank 
angle and vertical transitions. 


         The RIIVR TWO ARRIVAL provided two 
mandatory block altitudes, a speed restriction, other 
altitude restrictions and several turns for data 
comparison.  It has also been designated by the 
FAA as an Optimized Profile Descent.  See Figure 
3. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3. KLAX RIIVR TWO ARRIVAL 


 


         And finally the “RNAV (GPS) RWY 25L” 
was chosen because of its multiple altitude 
restriction design.  See Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  KLAX RNAV (GPS) RWY 25L 


 


Data Collection Parameters 


The trial output parameters were selected for 
FMC internal data to be exported and are presented 
in Table 2.  Each flight was flown with highest 
level of automation available using the aircraft 
FMC Control Display Unit (CDU) and associated 
autoflight system and flight director controls.  The 
unprocessed data was recorded for subsequent 
analysis and will hereafter be referred to as an FMS 
track.  “FMS track” label was chosen over “FMC 
track” because each manufacturer’s test bench was 
flown using integral components (autopilot and 
flight director) of the FMS system.  “Track” was 
chosen over “trajectory” to be consistent with 
previous reports.  The charted conventional 
procedures’ “intersections” are referred to as 
“waypoints.”  In area navigation avionics, the two 
are processed in exactly the same manner. 


 


Table 2. Data Collection Parameters 


ARINC 429/702 LABELS/PARAMETERS


FMC 


Cross Track Distance 


Vertical Deviation 


TRUTH (Airplane) 


Latitude 


Longitude 


Ground Speed 


Track Angle True 


Magnetic Heading 


Wind Speed 


Wind Direction – True 


Vertical Speed 


Vertical Velocity 


Indicated Airspeed 


True Heading 


Time 


Pressure Altitude 


Barometric Altitude 


True Airspeed 


Pitch Angle 


Roll Angle 


Body Roll Rate 


Engine Thrust 


Engine N1 


Flaps 


Drag (Speed Brakes) 


 


Data Analysis 
The FMS track output parameters obtained 


from the manufacturers and the airlines for analysis 
were recorded using 1-second time intervals and the 
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information characterized the four-dimensional 
aircraft track for each flight.  The 13 manufacturers 
provided 26 tracks (without and with wind) and the 
3 airlines provided 6 tracks.  (Data from one airline 
simulator was inconclusive.)  All 32 FMS tracks 
were analyzed, however not all of the tracks were 
included in every evaluation due to unintentional 
data corruption and/or pilot or operating engineer 
inattention or error. 


 


The tracks were evaluated using MITRE’s 
Integrated Terminal Research Analysis and 
Evaluation Capabilities (iTRAEC) [12].  The 
ground tracks, altitude profiles, and roll angle 
profiles for tracks without and with wind are shown 
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 5.  FMS Tracks, Altitude Profiles, 


and Roll Angle Profiles, without Wind 


 


 
Figure 6.  FMS Tracks, Altitude Profiles, 


and Roll Angle Profiles, with Wind 


 


Metrics 
The analysis of the FMS tracks involved four 


metrics that characterized: 


1. Conformance of tracks to mandatory 
block altitudes 


2. Aircraft bank angles above FL195 


3. Vertical transition at fly-by waypoints 
with altitude restrictions 


4. Optimized Profile Descents (OPDs) as 
defined by procedure, not each FMS. 


 


Mandatory Block Altitudes: This analysis 
focused on identifying the crossing altitude of each 
FMS track at each of the waypoints with block 
altitude constraints – WERLE (At or above 4,500 ft. 
and at or below 9,000 ft.), GRAMM (At or above 
17,000 ft. and at or below FL210), and RIIVR (At 
or above 12,000 ft. and at or below 14,000 ft.). 


Aircraft Bank Angle Above FL195: Aircraft 
bank angle above FL195 was studied based on the 
recorded values of the FMS tracks.  The analysis 
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focused on the portions of tracks immediately 
before, during, and after each turn at the 
THERMAL (TRM) very high frequency omni 
range (VOR) and HECTOR VOR (HEC) 
transitions, and at the CADEZ and GLACO 
waypoints. 


 


Determining Vertical Transition Point at 
Fly-by Waypoints:  The bisector of the turn angle 
is at half the entire turn angle.  An FMS track 
turning at the fly-by waypoint crosses a line 
extending from the waypoint at this bisector angle, 
as shown in Figure 7.  The altitude of the FMS track 
at this point is compared to the waypoint constraint. 


Since each FMS track recorded data 
approximately every second, there may not be a 
data point recorded at the exact location of the 
bisector.   This may affect the altitude readings, as 
seen in Figure 7.  Additionally, some aircraft may 
meet the altitude constraint slightly above or below 
the actual altitude. 


 
Figure 7.  Fly-by Altitude Calculation 


Limitations 


Optimized Profile Descent: The Optimized 
Profile Descent was studied from HEC, the 
beginning of the transition to the RIIVR waypoint.  
Particular focus was given to the Top-Of-Descent 
(TOD) point, as FMCs were able to compute their 
ideal descent gradient within the constraints of the 
procedure design.  Additionally, the speed 
constraint of “280K” (knots indicated air speed or 
KIAS) at GRAMM was observed to see how 
aircraft dealt with both altitude and speed 
constraints while performing an OPD. 


Analysis Results 
 


Mandatory Block Altitudes: 


 In both the without wind and with wind 
scenarios, Figures 8 and 9, respectively,  32 of 34 
FMS tracks fall within the altitudes specified at 
each waypoint.  For each graph in these Figures, the 
waypoint is located at an along-track distance of 
zero nautical miles, on the right of each graph. 


 
Figure 8.  Altitude Profiles to Block Altitude 


Waypoint Constraints, without Wind 
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Figure 9.  Altitude Profiles to Block Altitude 


Waypoint Constraints, with Wind 


        In the scenario without wind, 8 of 13 FMS 
tracks reached 9,000 feet prior to WERLE and 
leveled off to satisfy the block altitude constraint (at 
or below 9,000 feet and at or above 4,500 feet).  
The lowest without wind altitude at WERLE was 
only slightly below this constraint at 8,781 feet.  In 
the wind case, 11 of 13 tracks reached 9,000 feet 
prior to the waypoint.  The lowest with wind 
altitude of any track at WERLE was 7,625 feet.  
Only 1 FMS track failed to meet this altitude 
constraint in both without wind and with wind 
cases, reaching 16,716 feet without wind and 
15,728 feet in the wind case.  The track was 
identified with a FMC that had advisory VNAV or 
VNAV guidance and in these two cases the pilot or 
operating engineer failed to manipulate the 
FMS/FMC controls to meet the constraints. 


At the GRAMM waypoint, all FMS tracks met 
the block altitude constraints of 17,000 to 21,000 
feet in both without wind and with wind cases.  In 
the case without wind, the altitudes ranged from 
17,007 to 19,865 feet.  In the case with wind, the 
altitudes ranged from 16,986 to 19,885 feet. 


At the RIIVR mandatory altitude of 12,000 to 
14,000 feet, 12 of 13 FMS tracks satisfied the 
constraint in both without wind and with wind 
cases.  In each case the FMS track that did not meet 
the constraint appeared to decrease its descent 
gradient slightly before reaching the waypoint and 
thus was slightly higher than the required altitude, 
at 14,160 feet without wind and 14,196 feet with 
wind.  The track was identified with a FMC that 
had advisory VNAV or VNAV guidance and in 
these two cases the pilot or operating engineer 
failed to manipulate the FMS/FMC controls to meet 
the constraints. The other FMS tracks crossed 
RIIVR within the required 12,000 to 14,000 foot 
constraint. 


Aircraft Bank Angle Above FL195: The 
bank angles of FMS tracks were measured before, 
during, and after the turn to show not only the 
maximum bank angle of aircraft but also how they 
roll in and out of a turn.  The lateral profile and 
bank angles at TRM for the without wind scenario 
are shown in Figure 10. 


 
Figure 10.  Lateral Profile and Bank Angles 


of FMS Tracks at TRM, without Wind 


One of the most apparent characteristics of the 
different FMS tracks at TRM is that 1 track makes a 
much wider turn than the others.  The bank angle of 
this FMC/aircraft combination is limited to five 
degrees throughout the turn, compared to 15 
degrees for one other FMC/aircraft combination and 
approximately 20 degrees for the others.  Also of 
note, the track limited to 15 degrees appears to roll 
out of the turn at a slower rate than the others, and 
at a slower rate than it rolled in.  There were 4 FMS 
tracks that appeared to slightly overshoot the roll 
out of a turn by up to three degrees. 
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 The bank angles of without wind FMS 
tracks at CADEZ, shown in Figure 11, and at 
GLACO and HEC, Figure 12, are similar to those at 
TRM with a few notable exceptions. 


 
Figure 11.  Lateral Profile and Bank Angles 
of FMS Tracks at CADEZ, without Wind 


 


 
Figure 12.  Lateral Profile and Bank Angles 


of FMS Tracks at GLACO and HEC 


 


Noticeably larger turns were made by 2 FMS 
tracks at CADEZ and GLACO.  Both have bank 
angles of almost ten degrees, compared to the 


others near 20 degrees.  These two tracks come 
within 6.7 and 5.4 Nautical Miles (NM) of CADEZ, 
whereas the other 11 tracks come within 3.6 NM.  
At both CADEZ and GLACO, there is also 1 FMS 
track that banks at approximately 15 degrees, 
reduces to approximately 5 degrees, increases back 
to 15 degrees, and then slowly comes out of the 
turn.  At CADEZ, 4 tracks continue to bank slightly 
after coming out of the turn while rejoining and 
must adjust to correct.  At GLACO, four do this as 
well. 


 Similar bank angle and turn characteristics 
were observed for both without wind and with wind 
scenarios. 


Determining Vertical Transition Point at 
Fly-by Waypoints: Altitude constraints after 
leveling at FL350 were FL340 at CADEZ, FL320 at 
GLACO and FL300 at HEC.  Analyses of the 
altitude an aircraft crosses the bisector of the 
CADEZ is shown in Figure 13.  This corresponds to 
the same section of FMS track depicted in Figure 
11, although the chart colors are not coordinated.  
Figure 14 is a zoomed in view of the altitude profile 
closer to the bisector. 


 
Figure 13.  Altitude Profile of FMS Track 


Readings at CADEZ 


 
Figure 14.  Zoomed Altitude Profile of FMS 


Track Readings at CADEZ 
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     At CADEZ, 7 of the 13 FMS tracks are 
within 50 feet of the altitude constraint when they 
cross the bisector.  Of the remaining 6 tracks, all are 
within 150 feet except one, which is almost 500 feet 
above the constraint, but reaches the correct altitude 
shortly afterwards.  A track within 150 feet of the 
altitude constraint appeared to dip slightly below 
FL340 at the bisector then climb back up above 
before leveling off at the correct altitude.  There is 
also 1 track that was level at FL340, but then 
climbed to FL350 before CADEZ.  That differed 
from the trial plan but still met the altitude 
constraint. 


The altitude analyses at GLACO and HEC fly-
by turns are shown in Figures 15 and 16, 
respectively.  These correspond to the same sections 
of FMS track depicted in Figure 12. 


 


 
Figure 15.  Altitude Profile of FMS Track 


Readings at GLACO 


 
Figure 16.  Altitude Profile of FMS Track 


Readings at HEC 


At the GLACO bisector, 9 of the 13 FMS 
tracks are within 50 feet of the correct altitude 
constraint when they cross without wind.  The other 
4 are within 150 feet.  There are 3 FMS tracks at 


HEC that appear to ignore the altitude constraint 
and start descending well before reaching the 
transition.  Of the other 10 tracks, all are within 100 
feet at the bisector and 8 are within 50 feet. 


The wind scenarios had similar results to those 
without wind.  All 13 tracks at CADEZ, 12 of 13 at 
GLACO, and 7 of 13 at HEC cross the bisector of 
the turn within 150 feet of the altitude constraint.  
At GLACO, there was 1 track that crossed the 
bisector 650 feet higher than the altitude constraint, 
only satisfying it later in the turn.  At HEC, 2 tracks 
were approximately 500 feet above the altitude 
constraint and four were more than 1,000 feet 
below with one of those tracks being more than 
2,500 feet lower than the altitude constraint.  These 
all appeared to be the result of the FMC computing 
an early descent on the OPD.  This was similar to 
that seen in the without wind case. 


Optimized Profile Descent: 


The altitude profiles for the OPD analysis, 
from HEC to RIIVR, in both without wind and with 
wind scenarios, are shown in Figures 17 and 18. 


 
Figure 17.  Altitude Profile of OPD, 


Without Wind 
 


 
Figure 18.  Altitude Profile of OPD,   


With Wind 


The altitude profiles of different aircraft appear 
to show that individual FMCs compute optimal 
tracks differently from each other.  In both 
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scenarios, without wind and with wind, the top-of-
descent point varies slightly among the various 
FMCs.  The rate at which the FMS tracks descend 
also varies, although, as shown earlier in Figures 8 
and 9, the altitude constraints at GRAMM and 
RIIVR are met in both scenarios. 


The speed constraint of “At” 280 Knots 
Indicated Airspeed (KIAS) at GRAMM proved to 
be problematic for all but one of the FMC/aircraft 
combinations.  In this trial, when using the full 
automation of a FMS/FMC, including VNAV and 
autothrottle of those FMSs/FMCs so equipped, a 
speed constraint, whether labeled “At” or not, was 
processed as an “At or below” speed.  Therefore, 
those FMSs/FMCs in normal Economy Descent and 
with throttles at idle, computed crossing speeds 
below 280 KIAS.  This required pilot speed 
intervention (also called selected speed) to cross 
GRAMM “At” 280 KIAS (an Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) requirement), not only for FMSs/FMCs with 
advisory VNAV or VNAV guidance but for all 
FMSs/FMCs with the one exception.  One 
particular FMC/aircraft combination with VNAV 
and autothrottle and in Economy Descent required 
no intervention to cross at 280 KIAS.  In all cases 
of intervention, the throttles were increased to 
maintain 280 KIAS.  In the scenario without wind, 
KIAS ranged from 208 to 292, with an average of 
274 KIAS.  KIAS ranged from 208 to 305 in the 
scenario with wind, for an average of 275 KIAS.  It 
is obvious that some of the trial participants did not 
intervene to honor the ATC requirement. 


Conclusions 
 


The data collected is considered adequate to 
draw conclusions and recommendations.  In the 
case of FMCs with advisory VNAV or VNAV 
guidance further study in high fidelity simulators 
with qualified crews may be warranted.   When 
drawing conclusions from the data gathered during 
these tests and presented here, care must be taken to 
avoid drawing too strong a conclusion based on 
differences that may not be strictly FMC related.  
There are expected differences in the performance 
characteristics of the subject aircraft (airframe), as 
well as differences between automated 
LNAV/VNAV; pilot or operating engineer 
controlled LNAV/VNAV; and advisory VNAV or 


VNAV guidance. For instance, all of the flights 
were flown with LNAV using the autopilot; 
however, many were flown in a vertical speed mode 
controlled by the constraint at the initiation of the 
procedure (those systems which do not have a full 
VNAV capability to fly the vertical constraints 
from the navigation data base).  These latter 
systems show some significant variation in Flight 
Technical Error (FTE) relative to the reference 
vertical path at the initiation of the descent which 
bears more investigation.  FTE is the accuracy with 
which the aircraft is controlled as measured by the 
indicated aircraft position with respect to the 
command or desired position.4  Further study of 
FTE should be considered. 


Mandatory Block Altitudes 


Of the 13 FMS tracks at the three block 
altitude waypoints, in both without and with wind 
scenarios, 74 of the 78, or 95%, satisfied the block 
altitude constraints.  The 4 tracks that did not meet 
the constraints had advisory VNAV or VNAV 
guidance and the pilot or operating engineer failed 
to manually manipulate the FMS/FMC controls to 
meet the constraints. 


Aircraft Bank Angle Above FL195 


Bank angles of approximately 20 degrees were 
flown by 10 FMS tracks.  A track was limited to 15 
degrees and 2 were limited to between 5 and 10 
degrees, depending on the turn.  The tracks with 
bank angles below 20 degrees flew wider turns 
(more distance and farther from the turn waypoint) 
and consequently turned for a longer period of time.  
All turns were within United States Standard for 
Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS) [13] 
criteria 


Determining Vertical Transition Point at 
Fly-by Waypoints 


All FMS tracks studied aimed to satisfy the 
altitude constraint at each fly-by waypoint bisector.  
Of the 78 tracks over three turns in both without 
and with wind scenarios, 71 or 91% were within 
150 feet of the altitude constraint.  An advisory 
VNAV or VNAV guidance FMS/FMC at GLACO 
crossed 650 high at the bisector, 2 tracks were 
approximately 500 feet above the altitude constraint 


                                                      
4 RTCA DO-236 [1] 
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and 4 were more than 1,000 feet below.  These 6 
tracks all occurred at HEC and all began descending 
early on the OPD. 


Optimized Profile Descent 


The OPD resulted in each FMC computing 
different vertical profiles with resulting different 
top-of-descent points and different airspeeds.   An 
FMC computes a vertical path in one of three ways.  
First is an unbounded path or performance path that 
is calculated using idle descent.  The second is a 
bounded or geometric path when the vertical path 
contains restrictions.   The last is for FMCs without 
full VNAV capability and the path created is 
VNAV advisory or VNAV guidance.  For a 
complete explanation of VNAV, refer to Analysis of 
Advanced Flight Management Systems (FMSs), 
FMC Field Observations Trials, Vertical Path [6].  
With one exception, if the trial pilot or operating 
engineer chose to honor the “At 280K” speed 
restriction on the OPD, manual speed intervention 
or selected speed was required for both full VNAV 
equipped FMSs/FMCs and advisory VNAV or 
VNAV guidance equipped FMSs/FMCs.  In all 
those cases, the throttles had to be increased 
resulting in additional fuel usage.  The exception 
was one specific FMC/aircraft combination which 
computed an idle descent and crossed at 280 knots. 


The mandatory speed restriction on this OPD 
was of such interest amongst the authors that one 
separate ad hoc trial was completed and not 
included in this report’s data.  This trial used the 
test bench of one of the most common FMC/aircraft 
combinations operating in the NAS with full 
VNAV/autothrottle capability and consisted of the 
same scenario except without the speed restriction 
at GRAMM.  The aircraft computed a top-of-
descent just after HEC on the RIIVR arrival and at 
TOD, the throttles retarded to idle and the profile 
was flown at idle power all the way to the final 
approach fix, LIMMA, on the RNAV approach to 
KLAX.  The OPD was so constructed that the 
mandatory block altitudes and the path angle after 
the last mandatory block altitude allowed the FMC 
to continue at idle descent. 


 


Recommendations 
 


Predicated on the observations and conclusions 
in the previous section, the authors make the 
following four recommendations: 


Mandatory Block Altitudes 


With the exception of the United States, 
mandatory block altitudes (windows) are used in 
RNAV SID and STAR procedures throughout the 
world.  From the data presented, the authors 
recommend mandatory block altitudes be included 
as an option for RNAV and RNP (AR and basic) 
procedure development in the United States.  This 
will allow FMSs to use their designed efficiencies 
to facilitate air traffic capacity. 


Aircraft Bank Angle Above FL195 


Aircraft bank angles below 15 degrees above 
FL195 require much more airspace than those using 
greater angles of bank.  Bank angles as low as 5 – 
10 degrees handicap development of RNAV SIDs 
and STARs requiring minimum leg lengths to 
navigate complex airspace.   Manufacturers who 
limit bank angle to below 10 degrees above FL195 
should consider increasing the limit to at least 15 
degrees.  The authors understand one major aircraft 
manufacturer will have a software change available 
in 2010 to increase the bank angle on a 
FMC/aircraft combination that currently restricts 
bank angle above FL195. 


Determining Vertical Transition Point at 
Fly-by Waypoints 


FMCs process altitude constraints at fly-by 
waypoints within 150 feet at the bisector 91% of the 
time.  The remaining 9% in this report were a result 
of a VNAV advisory FMS/FMC or early descent on 
an OPD.  The FAA/Industry Aeronautical Charting 
Forum should consider using this data to close Issue 
No. 96-01-166. 


Optimized Profile Descent 


Since the mandatory speed restriction on the 
RIIVR TWO designated OPD proved problematic 
for all except one of the FMC/aircraft combinations, 
it is recommended that speed restrictions be limited 
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to strict ATC requirements for OPDs and especially 
on Continuous Descent Arrivals (CDA).   This will 
be especially important where goals include idle 
power for the entire descent resulting in less fuel 
burned and less carbon dioxide emissions. 
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 f. 02-01-241:  Non Radar Level and Climb-in-hold (CIH) Patterns. 
 
Dan Diggins, AJT-28, briefed that he has been drafting language for an Air Traffic Bulletin 
(ATB) article, which he hopes to have complete soon.  Bill Hammett AFS-420 (ISI), offered to 
review the draft when complete 
 
Status:  AJT-28 will ensure controller training on impromptu climb-in-hold assignment.   
Item Open (AJT-28). 
 
 g. 03-01-247:  Holding Pattern Criteria Selection and Holding Pattern 
    Climb-in-Hold Issues. 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following from Dr Sherri Avery, AFS-450: “AFS-450 is 
currently validating the ASAT holding software tool.”   No progress.  
 
Status:  AFS-450 to continue ASAT/simulator analysis and report.  Item Open (AFS-450). 
 
 h. 04-01-250:  RNAV and Climb Gradient Missed Approach Procedures. 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed that since the last meeting, he again followed up his previous 
coordination with AFS-600 and 800.  AFS-600 again confirmed that when funding is available, 
the practical test standards will be updated - target date is FY 2010.  AFS-800 responded that 
the issue will be raised with management.  Meredith Saini, AFS-820 (SAIC) reported that the 
issue is being looked at by AFS-800; however, there has been no progress. 
 
Status:  The Chair will continue to monitor action from AFS-600 and AFS-800 to address 
ACF-IPG concerns.  Item Open (ACF-IPG Chair). 
 
 i. 04-02-258:  Vertical Navigation (VNAV) Approach Procedures Using DA(H); 
    OpSpec C073. 
 
Catherine Majauskas, AFS-470, briefed that that the AC regarding Controlled Descent Final 
Approach (AC-CDFA) has been completed and is in FAA internal coordination.   
 
Status:  1) AFS-470 to continue to develop guidance and keep the ACF-IPG updated.   
Item Open (AFS-470). 
 
 j. 05-01-259:  Visual Climb Over Airport (VCOA). 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed a presentation from Phil Prasse, the AFS-420 departure 
criteria specialist.  A new concept is being considered to develop criteria that will allow VFR climb 
on a specified route to a fix where the VCOA maneuver may be accomplished to connect to an 
IFR departure.  A copy of the slide presentation is included here     .  There was quite a 
discussion on the options for naming of the proposed new procedure.  The IPG consensus is 
“Visual Climb to IFR Departure (VCTID).  Rich Boll, NBAA, asked how far the VCOA fix would be 
from the airport.  Tom responded that the concept is still developing and this will be determined 
as criteria are written.  Roy Maxwell, Delta, stated that he liked the concept as it would give 
airliners flexibility to depart on course when weather was clear and visibility unlimited in lieu of 
flying an ODP that may take the aircraft 20 miles or more away from the desired routing.  Since 
VCOA is considered an ODP, it satisfies Part 121/135 operator requirements to use an IFR 
departure procedure.  Al Herndon, MITRE, stated that such a procedure is in effect on the 
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NAKED THREE SID at Valdez, Alaska.  The procedure requires VMC flight for approximately 28 
miles to a point where IFR climb may be initiated.  Paul Eure, AJE-31, asked who would be given 
opportunity to review these procedures.  Brad Rush, AJW-372, stated that coordination with all 
concerned ATC facilities would take place approximately 4-6 months prior to procedure 
development.  Rich Boll, NBAA, asked whether ATC would know when an aircraft is opting to 
use the VCOA maneuver since it is an option on many ODPs.  For example, many ODPs offer a 
specified route followed by “or (minimums) for climb in visual conditions.”  This prompted a lively 
discussion.  Gary Fiske, AJT-28, stated that there should be a requirement for the pilot to request 
the VCOA so controllers know what to expect.  Rich responded that the AIM guidance states that 
the pilot can use any ODP without ATC clearance (unless a SID or vector has been assigned) 
and the VCOA is included in the ODP.  Many suggestions were offered.  Roy emphasized that 
there is no current guidance for the pilot to advise ATC when a VCOA is used.  Deke Abbott, 
AFS-220, suggested that perhaps a note in the ODP text requiring the pilot to advise ATC when 
the VCOA maneuver is used.  Tom agreed to take this issue back to AFS-420 as the discussion 
indicates that policy (Order 8260.46), criteria (Order 8260.3), and AIM guidance are impacted. 
 
Status:  AFS-420 will continue to track the VCOA issue and report.  Item Open (AFS-420). 
 
Editor’s Note:  Post meeting research reveals that the Air Traffic Terminal Service Unit 
published controller educational material relating to VCOA procedures in February 2006 in Air 
Traffic Bulletin 06-1.  The following excerpt relates directly to comments that there should be a 
requirement for the pilot to request the VCOA so controllers know what to expect and is 
provided for review and possible discussion at the next meeting.  Emphasis added. 
 

Visual Climb Over the Airport (VCOA) 
 
/TREF/ “What the heck is this pilot doing?” are always good words to get a tower full of controllers to 
rapidly scan the sky.  And, if the local controller (or watch supervisor) who just cleared the aircraft for 
takeoff is asking the question, perhaps all is not well. On the other hand, safety and traffic flow could well 
be under control.  It all depends on if the controllers understand the VCOA clearance. 
 
VCOA is a visual, IFR departure procedure.  Similar to other instrument departure procedures, VCOAs 
are developed and published for individual locations with greater than the standard IFR (200 feet/nautical 
miles (NM)) climb gradients caused by obstacles more than 3 statute miles (SM) from the departure end 
of the runway. 
 
The purpose of the VCOA is to provide an IFR departure procedure for aircraft that cannot meet the 
greater-than-standard climb gradient “specified” by the procedure.  Imagine a Cessna 172 at an airfield in 
mountainous terrain.  Having a VCOA allows the aircraft to visually spiral up to a specified altitude to 
cross a fix/location over the airport.  Once the aircraft reaches this fix/location at the specified altitude, it 
can proceed on course in either visual meteorological conditions or instrument meteorological conditions 
via specific routing and altitude instructions to the en route structure. 
 
The principle is a simplistic instruction: “See that obstacle?  Don’t hit it.”  Terminal Instrument 
Procedures (TERPS) specialists “build” the procedure by evaluating the airfield and the outlying areas.  
TERPS specialists not only determine the minimum altitude required to clear terrain, but also determine 
the minimum ceiling and visibility required (to “see and avoid the obstacle”).  Unlike a graphic standard 
instrument departure (SID), the published VCOA procedure is in text format and found in the “Take-Off 
Minimums and (Obstacle) Departure Procedures” section of the appropriate Terminal Procedures volume. 
Additionally, airfields that have other than standard takeoff minimums or obstacle departure procedures 
(to include VCOAs) will have the symbol on the briefing strip section of their approach plates.  One 
example is at Hemet-Ryan Airport, California.  (The VCOA portion is in the underlined italics.)  
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“TAKE-OFF MINIMUMS: …Rwy 5 std (standard) with a min climb of 526’ per NM to 5200, or  
1400-2 ½ for climb In visual conditions.” 
 
Other airports with VCOA procedures include: Luray Caverns Airport, Virginia; Napa County Airport, 
Charles M. Schulz-Sonoma County Airport, and Fullerton Municipal Airport, California; Meeker Airport, 
Colorado; and Gastonia Municipal Airport, North Carolina.  
 
Knowing that the local procedure exists is part of the situational awareness; knowing what the aircraft will 
do is the critical part.  While terrain and weather may determine the prudent course of flight, controllers 
should query aircrews if there are concerns of potential traffic conflict.  As VCOA is an IFR procedure, 
IFR separation is required from inbound (and overflight) traffic.  Be aware that an aircraft may fly the 
obstacle departure procedure (ODP), including a VCOA, WITHOUT a specific ATC clearance.  For 
example, an aircraft “cleared to ABC airport, direct XYZ VOR, as filed, maintain 6000…..” may, in fact, 
need to fly the textual departure route (including a VCOA) for obstruction clearance.  Bottom line: If 
controllers are unsure of the aircraft’s departure path, they should confirm it with the pilot. 
 
Thus, the three points of this article are:   
 
1) Controllers should be aware of VCOA procedures if they are published at their location or at an 
uncontrolled airfield for which they provide IFR service.   
 
2) Controllers should know that an ATC clearance is not required nor is the pilot required to notify 
controllers if the intent is to execute the ODP or VCOA. 
 
3) Pilots are authorized to execute the ODP unless specific navigational guidance is provided by the 
controller via vectors or a SID.   
 
FAAO 7110.65, Paragraph 4-3-2c, Departure Procedures, discusses departures for both controlled and 
uncontrolled airfields and IFR alternate takeoff minimums. The following definition will be published in 
the February 2006 pilot controller glossary: 
 
VISUAL CLIMB OVER AIRPORT 
(VCOA)- A departure option for an IFR aircraft, operating in visual meteorological conditions equal to or 
greater than the specified visibility and ceiling, to visually conduct climbing turns over the airport to the 
published “climb-to” altitude from which to proceed with the instrument portion of the departure.  VCOA 
procedures are developed to avoid obstacles greater than 3 SM from the departure end of the runway as an 
alternative to complying with climb gradients greater than 200 feet per nautical mile.  These procedures 
are published in the “Take-Off Minimums and (Obstacle) Departure Procedures” section of the Terminal 
Procedures Publications [See AIM].   
 
Additional information can be found in the Aeronautical Information Manual, Chapter 5; the Instrument 
Procedures Handbook,  FAA-H-8261-1, Chapter 2; and the guidance for developing VCOA procedures is 
in FAAO 8260.3B, United States Standards for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS), Change 19, 
Volume 4, Chapter 4. (ATO-T) 

 
Air Traffic Bulletins may be seen at:  http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/bulletins/ 
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 k. 06-02-267:  Pilot Option to Use Standard Timing for RNAV IAP Holding Patterns 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following from Dr Sherri Avery, AFS-450: “Further 
discussion is needed (e.g. with pilots, ACF reps).  AFS-450 would like to continue with the 
study given the restriction that standard timing leg lengths be less than or equal to the current 
RNAV leg lengths.”  No progress.  Rich Boll, NBAA, stated that he had previously provided 
input to Dr. Avery but has heard nothing since then.  He added that if AFS-450 will advise him 
what they need, he will try to obtain it for them.  Tom agreed to pass this information to AFS-
450. 
 
Status:  AFS-450 to include timing in lieu of ATD for RNAV holding in the study.   
Item Open (AFS-450). 
 
 l. 07-01-269:  Diverse Vector Areas (DVAs).  
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed that there has been no move to change any 8260-series 
orders pending ATO action.  Dan Diggins, AJT-28, briefed that he had spoken with Brad Rush 
and they are in agreement that the current criteria are not suitable.  Additionally, NANS is not 
in a position to develop DVAs on a national level, for example, it took over a year to get one 
accomplished at Santa Monica.  A DVA is needed at Burlington, VT; however, as noted 
above, the criteria are unsuitable.  Tom responded that DVA criteria are under development 
and asked the status of the ATO DVA Order.  Dan responded the Order has been finalized; 
however, it would not be released until criteria are acceptable and FAA is able to process 
DVAs.  He is reluctant to publish an Order that will make ATC facilities non-compliant as soon 
as it hits the street.  Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI) noted that once the ATO Order is published, 
everyone realizes there will be a phase in period for implementation.  DVA requests should be 
coordinated and prioritized through the RAPT.   Brad Rush, AJW-372, stated that his office 
needs the criteria first, and then facilities may request DVAs.   Harry Hodges, AFS-420, stated 
that the US-IFPP would be used to develop DVA criteria.  Paul Eure, AJE-31 stated that the 
current criteria require ASR; however, some ARTCCs have ARSR radar systems of equal 
accuracy.  Tom responded that there is no intent to exclude ARTCCs.  Tom took the IOU to 
request DVA criteria development through the US-IFPP.  Once the criteria are developed, 
AJT-28, jointly with AJE-31, will ensure controller guidance is developed for radar vectoring 
departures at airports where an ODP is established.   
 
Status:  1) AFS-420 will ensure DVA criteria are developed through the US-IFPP, and 2) AJT-
28, jointly with AJE-31, will ensure controller guidance is developed for radar vectoring 
departures at airports where an ODP is established.    
Item Open (AFS-420, AJT-28, and AJE-31. 

 
 m. 07-01-270:  Course Change Limitation Notes on SIAPs. 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed that there is no change in status for this issue.  As noted at 
previous meetings, Jack Corman, AFS-420, Executive Director of the US-IFPP stated that due 
to workload and staffing levels changes to TERPS Volume 1 Chapters 15 and 17 will not 
occur until at least the 2010 time frame. 
 
Status:  AFS-420 to address the issue when workload and resources permit.   
Item Open (AFS-420).   
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 n. 07-01-272:  Using an ODP in lieu of the Published Missed Approach Procedure. 
 
Rich Boll, NBAA, briefed that at the last meeting he agreed to chair a sub group to address 
this issue; however, the group did not meet because one of the air traffic representatives 
stated that they wanted to pursue this issue at a higher level within the FAA.  Dan Diggins, 
AJT-28, stated that he was the individual that elevated the issue.  The ATO Terminal and En 
Route Service Units both are concerned over the smorgasbord of pilot options the proposed 
language provided.  Dan stated that although the original proposed AIM revision appeared 
satisfactory at first, upon a further more detailed review, they believe it doesn’t appear 
necessary.  Dan added that AJT-2 had written a memorandum to AFS-1 and AJW-1 to 
determine exactly where problems exist.  Roy Maxwell, Delta, advised that as a result of the 
Delta/Northwest merger, it was noted that each carrier had a different procedural application 
of AC 120-91.  Delta specified the ODP for a balked landing, whereas Northwest did not.  
Noting that Air Traffic preferred pilots to fly the published missed approach, Delta Operations 
reviewed over 200 airports where Delta and Northwest service.  There were a limited number 
(approximately 10%) where there were problems.  John Blair, AFS-260, cautioned that the 
group must not get locked in to viewing this is a carrier problem at major airports.  It is a 
problem at many smaller airports.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, emphasized that the proposed 
guidance specifies to use the published missed approach first and only use the ODP as a last 
ditch maneuver.  Paul Eure, AJE-31, asked Roy whether ATC was advised of those airports 
deemed to have a problem.  Roy responded, no; it is a carrier responsibility.  Rich stated that 
there is nothing new here and no new guidance is required.  He added that the final draft that 
was presented to the ACF included verbatim text from the preamble of the Notice of Final 
Rule for Part 91.116 (now 91.175).  On behalf of NBAA, Rich stated he cannot understand 
how the ATO can non-concur with the proposed AIM language since it is based on the 
following explanatory guidance material published in the Federal Register on this subject, 
unless they want to take the matter to General Counsel.  The following is an excerpt of the 
Federal Register preamble for the Final Rule for Part 91.116, Take off and landing under IFR, 
(now 91.175) which was published on January 8, 1981.  The entire Preamble may be 
accessed here     . 
 

“Another subject on which comments were received relates to the § 91.116(e) requirement to 
immediately initiate an "appropriate" missed approach if visual reference is lost.  The 
commenters correctly note that it is unsafe in some cases to initiate an immediate missed 
approach which strictly follows the published procedure.  This, however, is the reason why 
the word "appropriate" missed approach is used.  Under § 91.116(e) pilots must continue to 
be aware that the published missed approach procedure provides obstacle clearance only 
when the missed approach is conducted on the missed approach segment from or above the 
missed approach point. If the aircraft initiates a missed approach at a point prior to the 
missed approach point, from below MDA or DH, or on a circling approach, obstacle 
clearance is not necessarily provided by following the published missed approach procedure.  
In this situation obstacle clearance is the pilot's responsibility. When a missed 
approach is initiated in this situation, the pilot must consider other factors such as the 
aircraft's geographical location with respect to the prescribed missed approach point, 
direction of flight and/or minimum turning altitudes in the prescribed missed approach 
procedure, aircraft performance, visual climb restrictions, charted obstacles, IFR departure 
procedures, takeoff visual climb requirements as expressed by nonstandard takeoff minima, 
or other factors not specifically expressed by the approach procedures.  During a missed 
approach, the aircraft must be on, or must re-intercept, a published segment of the procedure 
at or above the altitude specified in the procedure, and must maintain a climb gradient equal 
to or greater than the standard (1:40 or 2.5%) unless otherwise published, for obstacle 
clearance to be ensured by the published missed approach procedure alone.  For these 
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ACTION: Final rule.   
 
SUMMARY: These amendments clarify the conditions under which a pilot may approach and land 
at an airport when the weather conditions do not allow the pilot to see the runway until shortly 
before landing. They also add certain requirements that must be met before a pilot may take off an 
air carrier aircraft in weather conditions that limit the pilot's visiblilty. These amendments are 
necessary to clarify the regulations and to provide the additional requirements needed for 
operating an aircraft safely under these weather conditions.   
 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 1981.   
 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Harold E. Smith, Regulatory Projects Branch (AVS-
24), Safety Regulations Staff, Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards, Federal Aviation 
Administration, 800 Independence Avenue, SW., Washington, D.C. 20591; telephone (202) 755-
8716.   
 
TEXT: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  
Notice of Proposed Rule Making  


These amendments are based on Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM), Notice No. 80-4, 
published in the Federal Register on March 6, 1980 (45 FR 14802). All interested persons have 
been given an opportunity to participate in the making of this rule and due consideration has been 
given to all information submitted. Except for the changes discussed below these amendments and 
the reasons for their adoption are the same as those stated in Notice 80-4.  
Effective Date of Amended Rule  


This rule is effective May 8, 1981 to provide a period for public dissemination of its provisions 
and to conduct the necessary pilot education regarding compliance.  
Background  


Part 97 of the Federal Aviation Regulations prescribes standard instrument approach 
procedures for instrument letdown to many airports in the United States and prescribes the 







weather minimums applicable to takeoffs and landings under instrument flight rules (IFR) at those 
airports for which procedures are prescribed. Rules applicable to the use of these instrument 
approach procedures previously were set out in § §  91.6, 91.116, and 91.117 and for air carriers in 
§ §  121.651, 121.653, and 135.225. A recent addition of a new Part 125 of the Federal Aviation 
Regulations adds a §  125.381 for operation of certain large airplanes other than under Parts 121 
or 135. Section 91.116(b) prohibited a person from landing an aircraft using a Part 97 instrument 
approach procedure unless the visibility is at or above the landing minimum prescribed for the 
particular procedure. Section 91.117(b) prohibited a person from operating an aircraft below the 
prescribed minimum descent altitude (MDA) or from continuing an approach below the decision 
height (DH) unless certain conditions are met. The conditions specified that to continue descent 
the aircraft must be in a position from which a normal approach to the runway of intended landing 
can be made, and the approach threshold of that runway, or approach lights or other markings 
identifiable with the approach end of that runway, must be clearly visible to the pilot. It also 
required that the pilot execute the appropriate missed approach procedure if the requirements of 
that paragraph were not met when the pilot reached the missed approach point or DH or at any 
time after that. Sections 121.651 and 121.653 formerly specified, and §  135.225 currently 
specifies, the conditions in which air carrier and commercial operator aircraft may initiate an 
approach if weather conditions are above published minimums, and they provide exceptions when 
weather conditions deteriorate below minimums while an approach is in progress.  


A regulatory project was initiated in 1968 to clarify certain requirements applicable to 
instrument approach procedures and some of the landing rules discussed above. Notice 72-17 was 
issued on July 12, 1972, and a withdrawal notice was issued on December 7, 1975, due to adverse 
comments regarding the proposed elimination of the "look-see" privileges for Part 91 operators. An 
effort was initiated to resolve other changes needed to update the rules to be consistent with 
present standards. Comments received on Notice 72-17 were considered and changes made 
where appropriate for those sections of the rule being revised. Notice 80-4 was issued on March 6, 
1980. Comments were received, reviewed, and necessary changes were made in the preparation 
of this final rule.   
Need for Amendments 


The revised rules, including § §  1.1, 91.6, 91.116, and 121.651, are necessary based on 
operating experience to ensure an appropriate level of safety in instrument approaches and 
landings, and are necessary to clarify certain rules which, in some cases, have been 
misinterpreted. Other changes are necessary to make administrative corrections to the rules, to 
update them, or to make them consistent with current FAA and aviation system policies and 
practices. Any additional changes that may be needed to update §  135.225 or the recently issued 
§  125.381 to be consistent with the revised § §  91.116 and 121.651 may be taken in a 
subsequent rulemaking proceeding.  


Approach and landing accidents are the largest single cause of air carrier passenger fatalities 
and also represent a significant percentage of general aviation fatalities. Between 1964 and 1975, 
the National Transportation Safety Board recorded 259 air carrier approach and landing accidents 
which constituted 41% of the total number of air carrier accidents and 46% of the fatalities. 
Excluding the area of very low visibility approaches conducted under Category II and III where 
special equipment, training, and approval procedures are used resulting in a good safety record, 
62 of these accidents occurred when the reported weather conditions were less than a ceiling of 
1,200 feet and 3 miles visibility. Forty-six of these involved ceilings of less than 600 feet and 
visibility of less than 1 1/2 miles. The following factors were cited as causing, or possible factors 
contributing to, the 62 accidents: continuation of the descent below the MDA or the DH with 
inadequate visual cues; unrecognized altitude loss or descent rate; disorientation; collision with 
obstacles well below the normal descent path; visual illusions; failure to monitor or cross check 







altitude; inadvertent descent below the glide slope; loss of sight of the runway while below the 
MDA or the DH; failure to initiate a missed approach; and other factors related to lack of adequate 
visual reference. Since 1975 investigations of numerous incidents and accidents, such as the 1979 
commuter air carrier accidents at Hyannis, Massachusetts and Rockland, Maine, indicate the 
inappropriate use of limited visual references during approach and landing. Pilot use of 
inappropriate visual references also occurs in general aviation operations. For example, data from 
the FAA's General Aviation Accident Data System for 1979 indicate that use of inadequate visual 
references during the landing phase may have been a contributing factor in at least 35 accidents. 
Accordingly, the FAA is revising, clarifying, and combining the provisions regarding takeoff and 
landing under IFR now in §  91.116 and the limitations on the use of instrument approach 
procedures now in §  91.117 into a revised §  91.116 entitled "Takeoff and landing under IFR." New 
§  91.116 generally redesignates former paragraphs (c) through (f) as paragraphs (f) through (i) 
and makes necessary revisions throughout all paragraphs. Similar provisions in the former §  
91.6(c) regarding Category II operations are clarified and in some cases revised to be consistent 
with current practice and the revised §  91.116.  
Specific Changes to the Rule and Discussion of Comments  


Fifty-five comments were submitted to the docket in response to Notice 80-4, representing the 
views of individuals, companies, associations of U.S. airlines, pilots, and manufacturers, various 
government organizations, and a consumer interest group. The comments largely favor the general 
intent of the rule but since the vast majority of comments include recommendations for revision of 
one or more sections, it is difficult to categorize the comments as a concurrence or 
nonconcurrence with the proposals in the notice. The problem of resolving the comments is 
compounded by the fact that any attempt to favorably resolve or adopt some suggestions would 
contradict or cause further complications with others. Although many commenters identify areas in 
which revisions should be made in the rule, very few offer specific suggestions that would resolve 
the alleged problem without making the rule so general that it would have little or no effect or 
contradict some other viewpoint. These issues are discussed in subsequent paragraphs referring 
to specific comments on the proposed rule.  


It should be noted, however, that most comments submitted reflect a good appreciation for both 
the technical aspects of these rules and the difficulty of regulating in this area, as well as the need 
for amendment of these regulations. A number of commenters indirectly reinforce the need for rule 
making in this area because their comments show a misunderstanding of the application of the 
previous rules, and two commenters appear to misunderstand the rule to the point where they 
might be conducting operations in violation of the current rules.  
Category II and Category III Operations  


To appropriately address current FAA and industry practices and achieve uniformity of 
applications, the FAA is amending the former §  91.6, Category II operation: general operating 
rules, to extend its requirements to Category III operations. In general, Category III operations are 
conducted in accordance with an approved instrument approach procedure in visibility conditions 
less than 1,200 feet runway visual range (RVR) as described in FAA advisory circulars and 
International Civil Aviation Organization standards and recommended practices. A conforming 
change is made in Part 1 to include a definition of Category III operations. Previous changes to §  
91.6, involving Category II operations, were made when the FAA did not have sufficient operating 
experience available to include Category III provisions. This is no longer the case since U.S. 
Category III operations have been conducted for over 8 years and regulatory safeguards similar to 
those for Category II operations are appropriate because administratively both types of operations 
are implemented in a similar way. For Parts 121, 125, and 135 operators, Category II and Category 
III authorizations are made under operations specifications provisions in those parts. Part 91 
operators obtain letters of authorization from FAA district offices. For §  91.6(b) to apply to both 







Category II and Category III operations, references to ground equipment, inoperative components, 
and specific RVR locations and RVR readings are deleted. However, a minor change from the 
revisions proposed in the notice in paragraph (b) is made to delete additional references to ground 
components. Based on commenters' suggestions and further FAA review, the specific list in the 
former §  91.6(b), second sentence, is unnecessary because it is redundant to either the procedure 
itself, the specific authorization to conduct the operation, or because any adjustments to minimums 
are published in the Notices to Airmen. Including these references in §  91.6 is unnecessary 
because RVR inoperative components and ground equipment requirements are specifically 
provided for in the revised §  91.116(k), approved instrument approach procedures under Part 97, 
and Category II and Category III authorizations, when appropriate.  


Section 91.6(d) is revised to provide definitive guidance for the pilot conducting the approach 
by explicitly stating those visual references the sighting of which permits the continuation of an 
approach below the authorized DH, when the approach procedure provides for a DH. The visual 
references are the same as those required in the revised §  91.116, with the exception of the 
runway end identifier lights and the visual approach slope indicator (VASI) which are not 
appropriate visual references for a Category II or Category III operation. VASI's and runway end 
identifier lights generally are installed on runways which do not have electronic glide slope 
guidance.  


Under §  91.6(d)(2)(i) the approach lights may be used as a visual reference to 100 feet above 
the touchdown zone elevation. Thereafter, the approach lights may be used as a visual reference 
for continued descent only if either the red terminating bars or the red side row bars also are 
distinctly visible and identifiable. This provision is appropriate because of the characteristics of 
approach light systems with sequenced flashing lights in an Instrument Landing System Category I 
configuration (ALSF I) or Category II configuration (ALSF II) which are designed so that the pilot 
should see these visual references during a Category II approach if at least landing minimum 
weather conditions are present. Either the ALSF I or ALSF II approach light system may be used at 
present for Category II operations.  


The pilot should see one of the visual references specified in §  91.6(d)(2): (1) at, or before 
reaching, 100 feet above the touchdown zone during a Category II approach, or (2) at, or before, 
DH during a Category III approach which requires use of a DH. Therefore, if the pilot does not see 
one of these visual references, Category II and Category III approach procedures that use a DH 
require the pilot to execute a missed approach.   


One commenter states that sighting of the red terminating bars of an ALSF I approach light 
system may not be certain in cases of wide-body aircraft conducting a Category II approach when 
weather is at minimums. While this may be valid in certain unusual instances, the requirement to 
see the red terminating bars as a condition for continuation below 100' is necessary to ensure that 
appropriate visual reference is present. Further, this situation is rare because only a few aircraft 
types are involved, and weather conditions would have to be uniform, and exactly at minimums for 
this situation to occur. Further, only some runways used for Category II have the ALSF I lighing 
system, and the FAA is in the process of upgrading the ALSF I approach light systems to the ALSF 
II configuration for which the situation described by the commenter does not occur. 


For Category III approaches which do not specify a DH, any necessary provision for application 
of landing minimums will be listed in the operations specifications or letter of authorization covering 
the operation. A number of commenters express concern relative to the fact that proposed §  91.6 
does not clearly distinguish between fail-passive Category III operations which apply a DH and fail-
operational Category III operations without a DH. A new §  91.6(f) is added to clearly distinguish 
and acknowledge the requirements for operations without a DH. An additional qualification is also 







added to §  91.6(c) to clarify that the decision height provision of §  91.6(c) does not apply to those 
Category III operations which do not use a decision height. 


Commenters suggest, and the FAA agrees, that a further clarification is necessary for 
terminology previously used in §  91.117(b)(1) and proposed under § §  91.6(d)(1), 91.116(b)(1), 
and 121.651(c)(1) regarding a normal descent to the runway. In addition to the former provision 
that for continuation of a descent the aircraft must be "continuously in a position from which a 
descent to a landing on the intended runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using 
normal maneuvers," another provision is added. The phrase "and where (such a) descent rate will 
allow touchdown to occur within the touchdown zone of the runway of intended landing" is added to 
clarify the intent of the former wording requiring a "normal approach to the runway of intended 
landing". The provision is applied for all landings in Category II or Category III and for Part 121 and 
135 operations. For Part 91 and 125 operations, in other than Category II or Category III landings, 
this provision is not mandatory because there are aircraft types, runways, and circumstances 
where the additional requirement may not always be necessary for safety. Thus, the provision of §  
91.116(c)(1) for touchdown in the touchdown zone is limited to Part 121 and 135 operators and for 
all approaches in Category II and Category III. However, it should be noted that compliance with 
the provision to "touchdown in the touchdown zone" is a good operating practice for all operations. 
The fact that it is not mandatory for Part 91 operations should not be taken as an encouragement 
to complete an approach by a steep descent and touchdown beyond the touchdown zone because 
visual references on an approach such as a nonprecision approach are not acquired until well after 
passing the visual descent point (VDP), or near the missed approach point. 


Use of the word "touchdown" in the context of §  91.6(d)(1), §  91.116(c)(1), or §  121.651(d)(1) 
regarding the requirement for a normal descent to a landing is appropriate to denote the particular 
event (touchdown) which must take place within the touchdown zone. Use of the word "landing" in 
this instance could be incorrectly taken to include other situations such as flare or rollout to a full 
stop, a touch and go, or landing to the point of turnoff from the runway which may or may not 
completely take place within the touchdown zone. Thus the word "touchdown" is used in §  
91.6(d)(1) and § §  91.116(c)(1) and 121.651(d)(1) even though the word "landing" is retained in 
other provisions of § §  91.6, 91.116, and 121.651. 


Other comments on the proposed changes to § §  1.1 and 91.6 are generally supportive. A 
number of minor revisions were suggested such as including in the definition of "Category III 
operations" in §  1.1 the term "landing on" the runway in addition to an "ILS approach" to the 
runway. This suggestion is adopted since Category III operations specifically provide for safe 
rollout in reduced visibilities as well as a safe approach to touchdown. However, it should be noted 
that the case of a Category III approach which terminates in a missed approach rather than a 
landing is still considered to be a Category III operation even though a landing may not be 
completed. 


Based on other comments, the words"straight-in" in proposed §  1.1 in conjunction with an ILS 
approach are unnecessary for the definition of a CAT III operation since the other type of approach 
is a circling approach and there are no CAT III circling approaches. Thus the term "straight-in" is 
deleted. 


References to Part 125 are added to § §  91.6 and 91.116 to be consistent with issuance of the 
new part on October 2, 1980. Part 125 is effective February 1, 1981. 


The changes to § §  1.1 and 91.6 are adopted as proposed and discussed above to uniformly 
apply the criteria used under current operations specifications and letters of authorization and 
appropriately update the rules to be consistent with current FAA and industry practice. 
Landing 







Section 91.116(b) prohibited a person operating an aircraft (except a military aircraft of the 
United States) from landing that aircraft using a standard instrument approach procedure 
prescribed in Part 97 unless the visibility is at or above the landing minimum prescribed in that part 
for the procedure used. The revised rule clarifies this point to specify that no pilot may operate an 
aircraft below MDA or DH unless the "flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the 
standard instrument approach procedure being used." This revised requirement is necessary to 
make it clear that the visibility referred to is the visibility from the aircraft. Section 91.116(c)(2) and 
(c)(3) also make it clear that the pilot must have this flight visibility from descent below MDA or DH 
until touchdown. 


In particular need of clarification is the phrase "other markings identifiable with the approach 
end of the runway" found in the former § §  91.117(b)(2) and 91.6(c)(2). In some instances, pilots 
interpret this phrase to include towers, smoke stacks, buildings, and other landmarks which may be 
located far from the end of the runway, and pilots may be descending below the MDA using these 
landmarks. This language also has been interpreted erroneously by some pilots to allow the use of 
a series of landmarks as progress points for instrument approaches. Use of such landmarks can 
result in mistaken identification of position or aircraft flight path.  


To correct these practices, the revised rule specifies the visual references which are intended 
to allow descent below MDA or DH. The rule now precludes use of references not listed, which 
under the previous rule may sometimes have been used as the basis for continued descent even 
though they were not appropriate. Accordingly, revised §  91.116(c) prohibits descent below MDA 
and the continuation of an approach below DH unless at least one of the following is distinctly 
visible to and identifiable by the pilot for the intended runway: approach light system; threshold; 
threshold markings; threshold lights; runway end identifier lights; visual approach slope indicator; 
touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings; touchdown zone lights; runway or runway 
markings; or runway lights.  


In Notice 80-4 the words "clearly visible" are used. However, commenters note, and the FAA 
agrees, that in low visibility operations visual references could rarely be considered clearly visible 
in the strict sense of the word due to factors such as the distortion of rain on the windshield, 
backscattered light of landing lights, and other reasons. The words "distinctly visible and 
identifiable" were suggested by commenters and are adopted because they appropriately denote 
the intention that the visual references be discrete and unmistakably identifiable. The change from 
"clearly visible" to "distinctly visible and identifiable" should not be taken to mean that descent 
below MDA or DH can be based on a general glow of approach lights through a layer of fog or 
other obscurations where the visual references themselves are not discretely identifiable.   


In accordance with concerns expressed by several commenters, an exclusion is added to §  
91.116(c)(3) which limits applicability of this provision to approaches other than Category II or III. 
This is necessary to address possible misinterpretations of the applicability of §  91.116(c)(3) 
regarding Category II and Category III visual reference requirements. The commenters note, and 
the FAA agrees, that visual aids such as runway end identifier lights or VASI are not appropriate 
aids on which to base continuation of a Category II or Category III approach and that operations 
specifications, letters of authorization, or §  91.6(d)(2) provide the means to address any necessary 
limitations or conditions that may be appropriate in lieu of §  91.116(c)(3).  


To preclude premature descents and unnecessary maneuvering at low altitudes, an additional 
requirement is added to §  91.116(b) for straight-in, nonprecision instrument approach procedures. 
For approaches which incorporate a VDP, the rule provides that the pilot may not descend below 
MDA until the VDP is reached if the pilot has the means to establish that point and if a normal 
descent to the runway can be made from that point. However, since the Department of Defense, 
Air Transport Association, and other commenters express concern over certain aspects of the VDP 







provisions of §  91.116(b)(2) as proposed, an additional exception is added. The comments 
suggest that the inflexible provisions of the proposed rule limit initiation of descent prior to reaching 
the VDP, which may adversely affect safety in cases where descent prior to the VDP is necessary 
to maintain a normal descent profile to the runway. A review of these comments results in the 
identification of cases where certain combinations of aircraft types, approach speeds, flap settings, 
and descent rate capability taken with possible VDP placement could possibly lead to abnormal 
descents from MDA to the runway if strict compliance with the rule as proposed in the notice is 
necessary. The commenters note, and the FAA agrees, that literal compliance with the proposal to 
"never descend until reaching the VDP" could adversely affect safety in unusual cases where the 
normal descent gradient and use of normal procedures requires the initiation of a descent shortly 
before reaching the VDP for some aircraft types or circumstances. Examples of situations in which 
it may be necessary for a pilot to descend shortly before reaching the VDP would be the case of an 
aircraft making a no flap approach, or an aircraft that must maintain a more shallow descent angle 
to provide for power settings compatible with engine anti-ice requirements. Therefore, the rule 
allows an exclusion in cases where literal compliance with the requirement to delay descent until 
passing the VDP is not appropriate for certain aircraft or situations because it would lead to an 
abnormal descent path to the runway, high rates of descent, or other unusual piloting procedures if 
descent is delayed until reaching the VDP.  


One commenter questions the applicability of the VDP provisions of proposed §  91.116(b)(2) 
to Part 121 operations because the VDP provisions were not repeated in proposed §  121.651. 
Since no exclusion of particular operations was proposed, the VDP provisions of §  91.116(c)(4) as 
adopted apply to Part 91, 121, 125, 135 and other operators conducting a Part 97 approach 
procedure. However, to clarify this issue and prevent further misunderstanding in the special case 
of continuation of an approach in deteriorated weather, VDP provisions are repeated in §  
121.651(c)(4).  


In §  91.116(c) the qualification "where an MDA or DH is applicable" is added to clearly relate 
the use of the MDA or DH to the specific procedure used. In cases where both an MDA or DH are 
provided in a single procedure, such as an ILS or localizer approach, or where either a DH or MDA 
is not provided, this qualification clarifies the use of either the MDA or DH as appropriate to the 
specific type of approach used.   


The terminology used in §  91.6(d)(2)(i) regarding the limitations on use of approach lights as 
an exclusive condition for descent below 100' is added for consistency in § §  91.116(c)(3)(i), 
121.651(c)(3)(i), and 121.651(d)(3)(i) because of the design of lighting systems and instrument 
approach procedures. When an aircraft is at or below 100' above the touchdown zone, the red side 
row bars on an ALSF II approach light system, red terminating bars of the ALSF I approach light 
system, or the threshold or other references listed in §  91.116(c)(3) should be in sight. If the 
approach is flown to a runway which does not have one of the two approach light systems 
mentioned above, then at or below 100' one of the other references in §  91.116(c)(3) must also be 
in sight to continue descent to a landing. For other than Category II or III, regardless of the type of 
straight-in or nonprecision approach flown, when at or below 100' above the touchdown zone, one 
of the visual references specified in §  91.116(c)(3)(ii) through §  91.116(c)(3)(x) should be visible if 
flight visibility is at or above the specified minimums. Conversely, if the approach lights are visible, 
but red terminating bars or red side row bars are not visible either due to poor visibility or because 
they are not installed, and the other visual references specified in §  91.116(c)(3) are not visible 
either, then regardless of the type of approach (other than Category II or III) the flight visibility is 
substantially less than minimums and continued descent below 100' may not be safe and is not 
appropriate. Further, to apply the provision to see the red side row bars or red terminating bars 
only to §  91.6(d)(2)(i) and not §  91.116(c)(3) or §  121.651 would lead to the anomalous situation 
in which if the pilot misjudged the flight visibility required in §  91.116(c)(2), continued descent 







would be permitted on a basic ILS or nonprecision approach with less flight visibility and visual 
reference than required for a Category II or Category III approach. Thus the proposed limitations §  
91.6(d)(2)(i) to see the red side row bars or red terminating bars below 100' when using the 
approach lights as a sole reference for descent, is repeated in § §  91.116(c)(3)(i), 121.651(c)(3)(i), 
and 121.651(d)(3)(i).   


New §  91.116(d) continues to provide that no person operating an aircraft (except military 
aircraft of the United States) may land that aircraft when the flight visibility is less than the visibility 
prescribed in the standard instrument approach procedure being used. The word "touchdown" was 
used in the notice in lieu of "landing" because of problems with the definition of what constitutes a 
landing. Commenters stated that, in most instances use of the word "touchdown" instead of "land" 
did not improve the clarity of the rule. These comments caused the FAA to reconsider the 
necessity for use of the word "touchdown" in this section. Therefore, based on commenters' 
suggestions and subsequent review, the term "land" is retained with the exception of a special 
case where the word "touchdown" is retained in §  91.116(c)(3) as discussed earlier with respect to 
§  91.6(d)(1). 


Any deliberate touchdown of an aircraft when the flight visibility is less than the visibility 
prescribed is clearly contrary to the intent of the rule, regardless of whether a full stop landing is 
completed or not. However, the FAA recognizes that inadvertent and momentary contact of the 
wheels with the runway may occur during rare instances in which a missed approach must be 
conducted from a very low altitude. This inadvertent contact may result even though proper 
procedures are used. This contact is not considered to be landing the aircraft within the meaning of 
§  91.116(d), and special piloting techniques or procedures are not required to avoid contact by the 
wheels with the runway under these circumstances. Therefore, most of the detailed references to 
touchdown are deleted in favor of the word "land" in § §  91.6, 91.116, and 121.651. Retention of 
the word "touchdown" in § §  91.116(c)(1) and 121.651(d)(1) is discussed in the section under §  
91.6(d)(1). 


One commenter indicates that retaining the provision for pilot determination of visibility does 
not improve safety because of the possibility of distraction of the pilot. However, there is no 
evidence that this responsibility alone has caused an unsafe condition. In fact, accident statistics 
and reports indicate the opposite is true. Causal factors of some accidents appear to be related to 
continued pilot descent below MDA or DH with only limited visual contact and inadequate visual 
reference to safely continue the approach to a landing. Thus, § §  91.116(c)(2) and 91.116(d) 
retain the concept of pilot determination of the specified visibility and clarify the frequently 
misunderstood point that the visibility referred to is flight visibility. 
Missed Approach Procedures 


Additional missed approach requirements are added in §  91.116(e) to preclude unsafe 
situations resulting from misidentification of ground references. For the same reasons stated for 
retaining of the provisions of flight visibility in § §  91.116(c)(2) and 91.116(d), a missed approach 
is required whenever the flight visibility required by paragraph (c)(2) is lacking, even though the 
pilot may have one of the visual cues required by paragraph (c)(3) distinctly in sight. A pilot is also 
required to follow an appropriate missed approach procedure whenever an identifiable part of the 
airport is not distinctly in sight during a circling maneuver. 


Some commenters express concern that the FAA's use of the general term "identifiable part of 
the airport" in the circling maneuver provision of §  91.116(e) is inconsistent with the FAA's 
statement that the former §  91.117(b)(2) regarding "markings identifiable with the approach end of 
the runway" was inadequate and needed revision. However, these two cases are not contradictory. 
Formerly there were no regulatory provisions during a circling approach restricting a pilot to 
maintain visual contact with the airport. The revised rule adds the "identifiable part of the airport" 







requirement to preclude situations where the circling maneuver could be conducted far from the 
airport with the possibility of misidentification of landmarks not associated with the airport. Since 
the circling approach provisions of §  91.116(e) specifically refer to a "part of the airport," the 
misinterpretation associated with the former §  91.117(b)(2) should not occur. 


Some commenters express concern that the wording of proposed §  91.116(e) requiring visual 
contact with the airport during a circling approach might be interpreted to unnecessarily restrict 
pilots in the selection of a circling maneuver after establishing visual contact and while 
maneuvering to the point of descent from MDA for final alignment with the landing runway. 
However, revised §  91.116(e)(2) does not impose additional restrictions on pilots regarding 
selecting the direction of turn or the type of turn, such as a teardrop, 80 deg.-260 deg. turn, or 
standard traffic pattern. Such choices of a circling approach maneuver should be selected by the 
pilot based on good operating practice and are restricted only by limitations that may be specified 
in the standard approach procedure itself. There is no implication that the rule requires any 
particular type or direction of turn to maintain visual contact based on angle of sight or windshield 
view for the pilot or co-pilot depending on which pilot may be flying the approach or other such 
factors. Good operating practices described in the Airman's Information Manual or other instrument 
flight training references may continue to be used and are encouraged. 


Another subject on which comments were received relates to the §  91.116(e) requirement to 
immediately initiate an "appropriate" missed approach if visual reference is lost. The commenters 
correctly note that it is unsafe in some cases to initiate an immediate missed approach which 
strictly follows the published procedure. This, however, is the reason why the word "appropriate" 
missed approach is used. Under §  91.116(e) pilots must continue to be aware that the published 
missed approach procedure provides obstacle clearance only when the missed approach is 
conducted on the missed approach segment from or above the missed approach point. If the 
aircraft initiates a missed approach at a point prior to the missed approach point, from below MDA 
or DH, or on a circling approach, obstacle clearance is not necessarily provided by following the 
published missed approach procedure. In this situation obstacle clearance is the pilot's 
responsibility. When a missed approach is initiated in this situation, the pilot must consider other 
factors such as the aircraft's geographical location with respect to the prescribed missed approach 
point, direction of flight and/or minimum turning altitudes in the prescribed missed approach 
procedure, aircraft performance, visual climb restrictions, charted obstacles, IFR departure 
procedures, takeoff visual climb requirements as expressed by nonstandard takeoff minima, or 
other factors not specifically expressed by the approach procedures. During a missed approach, 
the aircraft must be on, or must reintercept, a published segment of the procedure at or above the 
altitude specified in the procedure, and must maintain a climb gradient equal to or greater than the 
standard (1:40 or 2.5%) unless otherwise published, for obstacle clearance to be ensured by the 
published missed approach procedure alone. For these reasons the wording of former §  
91.117(b)(2) with respect to an "appropriate" missed approach is retained in §  91.116(e).  


Due to the need for exclusions approved by the Administrator, and to consolidate provisions for 
alternate approvals, the authority of the Administrator in sections of §  91.116, for approval of a 
circling maneuver where a part of the airport may not be in sight is removed from this section. Such 
approval is now included under §  91.116(a) in the general provisions for alternate approvals by the 
Administrator for §  91.116(a) through (k).   
Procedure Turns  


As described in the notice, due to the possibility of misinterpretation, the current limitation on 
procedure turns is revised in §  91.116(j) to more clearly require the pilot to obtain an Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) clearance before making a procedure turn under specified conditions. The former §  
91.116(h) required the pilot simply to advise ATC of his intention to make a procedure turn when 







final approach clearance is received. The revised rule specifies that such a clearance must be 
issued by ATC. This precludes situations in which the pilot advises ATC but due to communication 
difficulties ATC does not receive the request or cannot comply with the pilot's request. In addition, 
the reference to the designation "FINAL" in the former §  91.116(h), which is no longer used in the 
context of limitations on procedure turns, is deleted from this provision.   


The words "final approach course" have been adopted in §  91.116(j) to be consistent with 
terminology used in instrument approach and air traffic control procedures rather than the term 
"final approach segment" used in the notice.   


A question was raised regarding applicability of revised §  91.116(j) for a case where the 
segment of an instrument approach being flown does not specify a "No procedure turn (No PT)" 
limitation, but other transition segments for the procedure not used by the aircraft do have the 
limitation. A procedure turn may be made following segments not limited by the "No PT" restriction, 
but a procedure turn is prohibited unless ATC clearance is received for those segments to which 
the "No PT" limitation applies. No major comments suggest changing this proposed provision and it 
is as adopted as proposed.   
Inoperative or Unusable Components and Visual Aids  


The revised rule incorporates the substance of §  91.117(c), Inoperative or unusable 
components and visual aids, into §  91.116(k), except the inoperative component tables are 
deleted. Making the increased minimums mandatory by those tables is unnecessary because the 
essential limitations are uniformly being incorporated into the instrument approach procedures 
under Part 97 where necessary.   


A number of commenters question the philosophy and method of dealing with the middle 
marker as an inoperative component of an ILS as proposed. A major supplier of instrument 
approach procedure charts points out that it is unnecessary to uniquely consider middle marker 
outages in landing rules. Instead the regulatory means for accommodating middle marker beacon 
outages should be the same as that used for other components such as approach lights. Further 
consideration of this point indicates that the comment is valid and that middle marker inoperative 
situations are not unique in terms of the need for adjustments to minima. Safety can be maintained 
and such outages can be more appropriately handled by the same administrative means as other 
inoperative components, such as through the U.S. standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures, in 
combination with inclusion on FAA 8260 series forms which define Part 97 instrument approach 
procedures and establish minimums. This provides an equivalent regulatory basis for any 
adjustments necessary to minimums due to the middle marker being inoperative, but allows the 
adjustments to be processed and implemented with the same procedures as for approach lights or 
other items. It also standardizes, simplifies, and increases the likelihood of correct application of 
these provisions by pilots. Other commenters also point out that provisions for inoperative 
components, including unusable middle markers, may be adequately addressed through Part 97 
instrument approach procedures as defined by FAA Form 8260. Therefore, inoperative component 
tables may continue to be published as a description of the adjustments made to approach 
procedures, but they would be based on United States Standard for Terminal Instrument Approach 
(TERPS) or used for training or informational purposes since the procedure itself specifies any 
necessary limitations. Accordingly, the middle marker inoperative adjustments are removed from §  
91.116 and any necessary adjustments are accommodated in the same way as lighting or other 
inoperative components as part of the Part 97 instrument approach procedure or Notices to 
Airmen.   


Since §  91.116(f) is deleted, the Department of Defense suggestion to add a military exclusion 
for the middle marker inoperative situation in the revised §  91.116 is unnecessary. Any special 
provisions for military use of civil approach procedures which specify minimums adjustments may 







continue to be appropriately addressed or waived by the military as necessary, and development of 
military standard approach procedures may be done in accordance with applicable military 
directives. Other than for explanation of civil approach procedure applicability and use when 
military aircraft land at civil airports, no provision of §  91.116 regarding elimination of the 
inoperative components table from §  91.116(f) requires a charge to military procedures.   
ILS Components  


New §  91.116(k) describes the basic components of an ILS and specifies what airborne and 
ground equipment may be substituted for those components. As proposed, these components 
include the localizer, glideslope, outer marker, and middle marker. For consistency, provisions are 
also added to the rule to address the applicability of the inner marker for Category II and Category 
III operations since commenters appropriately note that the former §  91.117(c) and the notice did 
not specifically provide for these cases. Applicability and substitution provisions are added to §  
91.116(k) for the inner marker for Category II and Category III to ensure that the provisions of §  
91.116(k) are complete and consistent with current practice.   
Other Comments on Section 91.116  


In several provisions of §  91.116, the phrase "except a military aircraft of the United States" is 
added to accommodate Department of Defense comments and requirements.  


Some comments indicate that the rule is too specific and should be kept only as a good 
operating practice, or that certain provisions of the rules should not apply to particular operators 
such as helicopter operations. However, comments such as these do not have supporting 
evidence and are vague or general and request further relaxation of the rule. It is not clear how the 
FAA can delete flight visibility and visual reference requirements from §  91.116 and still provide 
the necessary safety provisions in view of the poor accident and incident record discussed in 
Notice 80-4. The purpose of this rule making is to clarify and make necessary changes to the rules 
to increase safety. Therefore the provisions of §  91.116 described in the notice are retained with 
the revisions noted in the previous paragraphs. The revisions include clarification of flight visibility, 
specific listing of visual references, incorporation of provisions limiting descent prior to reaching a 
VDP, and deletion of the inoperative components table in §  91.117 as redundant with Part 97, and 
provisions of TERPS.  
Revision of Part 121  


For consistency, §  121.651 combines the former takeoff and landing weather minimums for 
domestic and flag air carriers ( §  121.651) and those for supplemental air carriers and commercial 
operators ( §  121.653). For the purposes of this section, the operations of domestic, flag, and 
supplemental carriers are sufficiently similar that the distinction in takeoff and landing minimums is 
no longer necessary. This is consistent with the reduced emphasis on distinctions among these 
carriers which results from the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (Pub. L. 95-504) and is responsive 
to the President's goal of regulatory simplification. Comments on the simplification of these rules 
are generally supportive. One commenter suggests even further reorganization of these rules to 
provide separate sections for takeoff and landing minima and to simplify the redundancy between 
Parts 91, 121, and 135 for takeoff and landing under IFR. Although the FAA recognizes that such 
reorganization may have merit, it does not appear practical at this time to make such changes 
without further public comment. Additional action on such proposals may be a subject for future 
rulemaking.  


Section 121.651(a) prohibits a pilot from beginning takeoff when the weather conditions 
reported by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by that Service, or a source 
approved by the Administrator, are less than those specified for the takeoff airport in the certificate 
holder's operations specifications or, if the operations specifications do not contain minimums for 
the airport, the minimums specified under the Part 97 procedure. This allows weather reports by 







sources other than the U.S. National Weather Service or sources approved by it, but which are 
approved by the Administrator, to apply for takeoff minimums at foreign airports. Thus this change 
uniformly applies takeoff minimums where weather is reported by sources approved by the 
Administrator, as well as at locations having U.S. National Weather Service-operated or approved 
weather facilities. There were no specific comments identifying problems with this section and the 
section is adopted essentially as proposed.  


Proposed §  121.651(b) clarifies that a pilot at an airport within the United States or at a U.S. 
military installation which has one of the three specified acceptable weather report sources may 
not continue an approach past a final approach fix or, if a fix is not established in the standard 
instrument approach procedure, begin the final approach segment of an instrument approach 
procedure unless a weather report is issued for that airport. At foreign airports, weather services for 
Part 121 operators are approved by the Administrator rather than the U.S. National Weather 
Service. Thus §  121.651(b) allows initiation of the final approach segment of instrument 
approaches at foreign airports not having weather reporting facilities under the jurisdiction of the 
U.S. National Weather Service.  


U.S. National Weather Service expresses concern regarding the language used in §  
121.651(b) which states that no person may continue an approach past a final approach fix unless 
a weather report is issued by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by that 
service, or a source approved by the Administrator. The concern relates to the fact that it approves 
weather observations within the United States, whereas the proposed rule also provides for use of 
sources approved by the Administrator rather than the National Weather Service. However, the 
provision for approval of the Administrator is necessary in this case, and must be considered in 
context with current §  121.101(b)(1), and (b)(2), and §  121.119. Sections 121.101 and 121.119 
state the conditions under which the Administrator may approve sources of weather reports. 
Section 121.651(b)(1) and (b)(2) must address operations at airports other than those at which the 
National Weather Service approves weather observations as provided in §  121.101 and §  
121.119. It is therefore necessary to provide for approval of a report by the Administrator in §  
121.651 for clarity, to be consistent with established practice, and to be compatible with § §  
121.101 and 121.119.  


In §  121.651(b), the provision that "no pilot may * * * continue an approach past the final 
approach fix, or where a final approach fix is not used, begin the final segment of an instrument 
approach procedure * * *" (emphasis added) is added to provide for the situation where a final 
approach segment may begin prior to a final approach fix depicted on the procedure. As proposed 
in such situations an aircraft waiting for a weather improvement above minimums before 
commencing an approach may have incorrectly held at a point further from the airport than 
intended because of a misinterpretation of the rule. The adopted rule clarifies the intent that the 
aircraft in such instances may proceed at least to the depicted final approach fix while waiting for a 
weather improvement even though some final approach segment in the procedure may begin 
earlier.  


A typographical error regarding the incorrect use of the word "or" versus the correct word "and" 
is corrected between §  121.651(b)(1) and §  121.651(b)(2) in accordance with the original intent of 
the provisions of these sections discussed in Notice 80-4.  


Sections 121.651(c) and (d), which govern the receipt of a later weather report indicating below 
minimum conditions and initiation of an approach when weather is below minimums if ILS and 
precision approach radar (PAR) are used simultaneously is revised. Section 121.651(c) provides 
that a pilot who has begun the final approach segment of an instrument approach procedure to an 
airport in accordance with §  121.651(b) and then receives a below minimum report or a pilot who 







initiates the approach under §  121.651(d) may continue the approach and touchdown if the same 
safeguards prescribed in §  91.116(c) are met.  


The applicable provisions of §  91.116(c) are repeated in § §  121.651(c) and 121.651(d) to 
clarify and simplify use of this section without the need to cross reference §  91.116(c). Sections 
121.651(c) and (d) are also revised from the wording used in Notice 80-4 to retain the word 
"landing" in lieu of the word "touchdown" for the same reasons explained in the discussion of §  
91.116(d).  


Section 121.651(c) provides additional safety in the case of deteriorating weather by revising 
the conditions for continuation of an approach when variable weather may go below minimums 
after the aircraft has passed the final approach fix. The former §  121.651(d)(2) required that 
aircraft on a nonprecision approach must have reached MDA as a condition for continuation of an 
approach. This is believed in some instances to have led to aircraft descending to MDA at higher 
than normal descent rates after passing the final approach fix when weather was variable and 
deteriorating, to be able to continue the approach if weather was subsequently reported below 
minima. This practice could encourage high sink rates near the ground and unstabilized 
approaches due to the pilot's effort to reach MDA soon after passing the final approach fix. 
Accordingly, §  121.651(c) only applies the condition that the aircraft be past the final approach fix 
to continue an approach in the situation of deteriorating weather, for both precision and 
nonprecision approaches, this encouraging stabilized descents and use of normal descent 
gradients.  


As proposed, the exception of §  121.651(d), allowing initiation of an approach when weather is 
below minimums if ILS and PAR are simultaneously used, is retained. However, commenters 
correctly note that air carriers apply this provision rarely and only at a very few airports due to PAR 
being phased out at civil airports. Further, it is suggested that these provisions are no longer 
appropriate for air carrier operations. As a result, further revision or deletion of §  121.651(d) may 
be considered in future rule making but the provision is retained at this time.   


Section 121.651(d) applies the same safeguards as in §  91.116(c) with the exception of 
paragraph (c)(4) which relates to operations prior to reaching a VDP in straight-in, nonprecision 
instrument approach procedures and does not apply in the instance of a precision approach.   


The revisions to § §  121.651(c) and (d) are necessary to be consistent with the revised §  
91.116. They upgrade and clarify the requirements for instrument approaches for air carrier 
operations. They are adopted substantially as proposed in the notice.   
Foreign Airports  


Finally, a new §  121.651(f) is added to require a pilot making an IFR takeoff, approach, or 
landing at a foreign airport to comply with the applicable instrument approach procedures and 
weather minimums prescribed by the authority having jurisdiction over the airport, unless otherwise 
authorized in the certificate holder's operations specifications. This ensures that U.S. operators 
comply with appropriate foreign governmental regulations when conducting international 
operations. No specific comments were received on this section and it is adopted as proposed.   
Pilots Continuously Determining Flight Visibility  


Based on comments, difficult issues to resolve are the various sections dealing with 
requirements for the pilot to continuously determine that the flight visibility is not less than the 
visibility specified in the procedure used ( § §  91.116(b)(3), 121.651(c)(3) and 121.651(d)(3) in the 
notice and § §  91.116(c)(2), 121.651(c)(2), and 121.651(d)(2)). Comments on these issues range 
from strong support for the concept and wording to significant disagreement with the concept. 
Some commenters state that this provision could adversely affect safety. A main objection to this 
provision centers on the interpretation of the phrase "continuously determine" flight visibility. It is 







suggested that this might be interpreted by some to mean that the pilot or pilots cannot conduct a 
normal cross check of cockpit instruments while below MDA or DH. Use of the term "continuous" in 
this context is inappropriate if it is taken to mean that scanning of instruments such as airspeed, 
altitude, and vertical speed is not acceptable in conjunction with scanning of outside visual 
references. Such an interpretation is certainly not the intent, and if this interpretation is applied, it 
could very well be detrimental to flight safety. Accordingly, the word "continuously" is dropped from 
these sections as being potentially confusing and redundant to §  91.116(e) which provides for 
conditions in which a missed approach must be initiated.   


Another point raised in the comments is the fact that pilots do not have a means to numerically 
assess flight visibility and compare it with the published minimums and that the list of visual 
references specified in §  91.116(c)(3)(i) thru (x) is adequate alone. Although these comments are 
to some degree valid in the sense that visual estimation of visibility by either a pilot or ground 
observer does require judgement and may not necessarily be numerically exact, it nevertheless 
remains a concept that provides for the necessary safety during landing. Such assessment of 
visibility has been the basis for many years for both ground weather observations and pilot use in 
compliance with the landing minima and visual flight rules. Although alternative concepts such as 
mandatory use of ground-reported visibility or RVR have been suggested, no other concept 
adequately replaces the provisions of § §  91.116(c)(3) and 91.116(d) and provides equivalent 
safety without further restricting flight operations. The intent of § §  91.116 and 121.651 is not to 
remove the requirement for assessment of visibility, but to further clarify its applicability by clearly 
specifying the often misunderstood point that the rule refers to "flight" visibility as opposed to 
ground-reported visibility. The associated changes to § §  91.6, 91.116, and 121.651 provide an 
increase in safety by explicitly listing the references that must be in sight as a condition for 
continued descent below MDA or DH even though the pilot may have determined that the required 
flight visibility is present. Conversely, having one of these specific references in sight is not 
sufficient alone to safely continue descent if the flight visibility is below minimums. Thus the 
addition of a specific list of visual references in §  91.116(c)(3) further clarifies the runway 
environment terminology previously used in §  91.117(b)(2) rather than the long-standing concept 
of use of flight visibility.   


Associated comments relate to the need for slant visual range measurements, and to the 
relationship between §  121.655, which addresses the precedence of ground-reported RVR in 
weather reports, and §  121.651. A commenter indicates that minima are not and cannot be 
measured in terms of slant visual range, and that horizontal flight visibility at altitude may be less 
than the authorized reported visibility observed at ground level.   


Regarding the first point, this statement is partially true. The FAA acknowledges that slant 
visual range (SVR) is not used now, and the FAA agrees with the commenter that there are 
presently no ground measurement systems available which are practical for operational 
measurement of SVR. The FAA plans to continue to monitor technical developments in this area 
for any advances which may overcome the many technical problems and practical limitations which 
remain. Even if numerous problems with ground measurement of SVR are resolved, it is not clear 
that having this information in addition to RVR contributes to or is essential for safe descent below 
MDA or DH. In a number of accident and incident cases, pilots have continued the approach below 
MDA or DH in spite of the fact that little or no visual reference existed and the pilot observed that 
slant visibility was poor. It is not clear how providing ground reports of SVR to the pilot would have 
prevented the accident or incident since the pilot already had actual slant visibility information 
which could not have been provided by a ground sensor as accurately or in real time. Conversely, 
if the pilots applied the conditions specified in §  91.116(c) which clarifies the applicability of the 
use of flight visibility and lists acceptable visual references for continuation of descent, the 







continued descent below MDA or DH in marginal visibility well below that specified in the standard 
instrument approach procedure would clearly have been inappropriate.   


The FAA also does not agree with the commenters' views that assessment of flight visibility is 
impossible for pilots to do. As pointed out in earlier discussions, for many years pilots have been 
making such judgments to safely operate aircraft, as well as to comply with former § §  91.105, 
91.116, 121.651, and 121.653, even though such judgments may not be numerically exact. For 
example §  91.105 requires pilots to estimate horizontal visibilities of 1 mile and 3 miles and to 
estimate horizontal and vertical distances from clouds of 500 feet, 1,000 feet, and 2,000 feet. 
Sections 91.116, 121.651, and 91.105 all require pilots to estimate flight visibility in situations 
where slant range and other factors such as horizontal visibility, aircraft height above ground, 
obscuration due to fog, rain or snow, scud, low cloud or other restrictions to visibility must be 
considered. 


Regarding the points that horizontal visibility at altitude may be less than the authorized 
reported visibility at ground level, the FAA agrees. However, this is not sufficient reason to remove 
the requirement for assessment of flight visibility from § §  91.116 or 121.651. In fact, the possibility 
of this situation is an important reason why revised § §  91.116 and 121.651 continue to require 
assessment of flight visibility. Technical literature n1 from a variety of sources suggest instances 
where slant visibility as seen by the pilot can be very much less than the horizontal visibility at 
ground level. Thus if the requirement for flight visibility assessment by the pilot is removed, it would 
be permissible to continue a descent below MDA or DH in the unsafe situation where visibility is 
reported above minimums and one or more visual references listed in §  91.116(c)(3) may be 
distinctly in sight but the flight visibility is much less than the visibility specified in the procedure and 
is inadequate to safely complete the landing. 


n 1 Copies of these documents are contained in the docket. 


In all these cases, the commenters' recommended resolution of the issues appears to be less 
restrictive than the former rules. The previous § §  91.116(b) and 121.651(d) required that no 
person land unless the visibility is at or above (greater than or equal to) the published minimums, 
and that for continuation of an approach in deteriorating weather for Part 121 operators, the actual 
weather be at or above published minimums. The commenters' suggested changes to delete 
sections such as §  91.116(c)(2) or §  121.651(c)(2) relating to flight visibility would lead to the 
rules permitting the approach to be continued in unsafe conditions. 


For example, in a case where weather is reported to be above minimums, if the requirements 
of §  91.116(c)(2) were deleted and §  91.116(c)(3) regarding visual references alone was met by 
having one or more of the listed visual references distinctly in sight, a pilot could have continued 
the approach even though the flight visibility was very poor and much less than the published 
minimums. This situation is unsafe because the necessary visual reference for assessment or 
control of the aircraft's approach path may not be present. Other alternatives suggested by 
commenters, such as making ground-reported weather exclusively controlling, would require 
unnecessary missed approaches and diversions to alternate airports when weather is better than 
reported and safe for an approach and landing. The suggestion to make ground-reported RVR or 
meteorological visibility exclusively controlling for continuation of a descent below MDA or DH 
could lead to restrictions on operations with little or no overall benefit to safety. An example of this 
would be the case where the pilot has the listed references of §  91.116(c)(3) distinctly in sight and 
has determined that the flight visibility is at or above the published minimums as in §  91.116(c)(2), 
but the visibility or RVR is reported below minimums due to commonly recognized weather 
measuring and reporting inaccuracies. In this case, the commenter's suggestion requires an 
unnecessary missed approach and a diversion to an alternate airport could result. 







The comment that §  121.655 establishes precedence of RVR over ground-reported prevailing 
visibility is correct. However, the commenter's implication that this has any affect on the pilot's 
assessment of visibility for continuation of an approach below MDA or DH is not valid. Section 
121.655 requires that the main body of the weather report, rather than other portions of the report, 
applies regarding compliance with §  121.651(b) for determining the weather conditions necessary 
for the initiation of an approach. If an RVR report is currently available, it supersedes other weather 
reports that may apply to initiation of an approach under §  121.651(b). It does not relieve or take 
precedence over the pilot's responsibility below MDA or DH to ensure that the required flight 
visibility exists. Once a pilot has passed the final approach fix, no provision of §  121.655 
supersedes the pilot's responsibility to assess visual reference below the MDA or DH. Thus even 
though a report of RVR may indicate that weather is above minimums and the RVR reports take 
precedence over other weather reports under §  121.655 for initiating an approach, when below 
MDA or DH the pilot must, in his judgment, determine that the actual weather conditions are at 
least equal to the prescribed minimums to continue an approach. Conversely, once past the final 
approach fix, if the pilot determines that the visual requirements of § §  121.651(c) and 91.116 (c), 
(d) and (e) are met, the approach may continue and a landing may be made. 


It is important to note the provision to continue an approach below MDA or DH if flight visibility 
is considered by the pilot to be above minimums and one of the acceptable visual references is in 
sight is not an encouragement for pilots to deliberately misestimate visibility to land in unsafe 
conditions with ground reported prevailing visibility or RVR reported below minimums. The FAA 
intends to continue to closely review the circumstances related to any landings made when 
weather is reported below minimums. To assess compliance with § §  91.116(c) and 121.651(c) 
and for enforcement cases, the FAA will continue to consider a variety of factors such as ground-
reported weather, variability of the weather, reports of other pilots who attempted or completed 
landings, pilots awaiting departure located in a position to judge visual reference in the area of the 
touchdown zone, reports of visual reference seen by other crewmembers on the aircraft, air traffic 
personnel, or ground observer reports, or many other such factors. Should evidence of a poor 
safety record continue or there be evidence of deliberate disregard of the visual reference 
provisions of § §  91.116(c) and 121.651(c), the FAA will reconsider both the applicability and 
precedence of ground-reported visibility and RVR and the potential applicability of additional rules. 
If necessary, provisions similar to § §  121.651(b), 135.225, and 125.381 may then be developed 
to apply to all operations.  


Because of the problems identified with alternatives suggested by commenters and the fact 
that the primary intent of the proposal is to explicitly state the necessary visual references and 
make it clear that the visibility referred to is flight visibility, § §  91.116(c), 91.116(d), 121.651(c), 
and 121.651(d) are adopted as discussed above.   
Special Cases Requiring Authorization of the Administrator  


Numerous commenters correctly identify areas in proposed §  91.116 where the Administrator 
must be able to approve approach procedures which vary from the provisions of §  91.116(a) 
through (k). For example, in the case of an aircraft operating on a straight-in or circling approach, it 
is sometimes necessary for an instrument approach procedure to provide for a visual segment from 
the missed approach point to the airport, as at numerous Alaskan airports and airports such as 
Palm Springs, California, and Missoula, Montana. Thus the Administrator must retain the authority 
to approve instrument approach procedures where the pilot may not necessarily have one of the 
visual references specified in §  91.116(c)(3) in sight. There are other cases where the 
Administrator's authority to issue special provisions must also be available to approve visual 
approaches, contact approaches, helicopter procedures, or other items such as waivers for all-
weather takeoff and landing research and development. Accordingly, the provisions of former § §  







91.116 and 91.117 regarding the authority of the Administrator to authorize deviations is retained in 
§  91.116, but is consolidated in §  91.116(a) for applicability to §  91.116(a) through (k).  
List of Visual References  


One commenter suggests that the list of approved visual references proposed in §  
91.116(b)(4) and adopted in §  91.116(c)(3) and §  121.651(c)(3) be expanded to include additional 
items such as lead-in lights and runway markings. In the case of lead-in lights, the comment is not 
adopted because there are numerous types of approach light systems, of which lead-in lights are 
just one type, and each would have to be listed and updated as frequent changes in these systems 
are made. Since lead-in lights and other such visual aids are specific types of approach lights, and 
are considered and approved by the Administrator to be credited in an instrument approach 
procedure, it is unnecessary to specifically list each type. In the case of runway markings, the 
difference in meaning of "runway markings" from the word "runway" is considered sufficient to 
warrant being included separately to clarify the rule. Runway markings generally consist of 
standard patterns painted on the runway surface which show the threshold, runway identification 
number, centerline, touchdown aiming point, and distance coding. In contrast, the term "runway" 
may refer only to the surface of the pavement. This may not be as distinctly visible as lights or 
markings, for example, during a night approach on a wet runway.  


One comment suggests adding centerline lights to the list in §  91.6(b). This, however, is 
inappropriate and unnecessary because of the design of the lighting systems. Centerline lights are 
intended to be installed along with touchdown zone lights, and since touchdown zone lights are set 
at an intensity greater than centerline lights, they should, in normal circumstances, be visible at the 
same time or before the centerline lights. Further, if the aircraft has inadvertently passed the 
touchdown zone prior to touchdown, and the touchdown zone lights or other items in §  91.6(b) are 
not visible but the centerline lights are visible, continued descent based on the centerline lights 
alone is not appropriate. Not only is it unlikely that weather is above minimums, but the pilot may 
also have no way of knowing how far along the runway the aircraft has traveled or how much 
runway remains for landing. If touchdown occurs past the touchdown zone, by the time the aircraft 
reaches the color-coded centerline lights at the opposite end of the runway there may be 
insufficient runway remaining to stop. Therefore, this item is not added to the list.   


To clarify and uniformly apply the provisions regarding use of approach lights as a visual 
reference, the wording is standardized in § §  91.6, 91.116, and 121.651 as "approach light 
system." The question is raised by commenters whether the entire approach light system must be 
visible to the pilot. It is intended that the entire system need not necessarily be in view under either 
§  91.6 or §  91.116 when descending below MDA or DH. At the time Notice 80-4 was issued, the 
special description in proposed §  91.6 clarifying descent below 100' was considered sufficient. It 
was not considered necessary in §  91.116 or §  121.651 because of the relatively infrequent 
occurrence of this situation. However, since commenters raise the issue and are uncertain as to 
whether "approach lights" and "approach light systems" have different meanings and whether it 
was necessary to see all or just part of the approach light system, the FAA has clarified the rule by 
adopting the wording used in proposed §  91.6 in § §  91.116(b)(3) and 121.651(c)(3). It should be 
noted, however, that even though only a part of the approach light system need be visible during 
descent below MDA or DH to 100' above the touchdown zone elevation, the requirements of §  
91.116(c) regarding adequate flight visibility must also be met to continue an approach.   


A question is raised regarding the intent of §  91.116(e)(1) as far as missed approaches are 
concerned. The commenter is uncertain as to the applicability of a rule in the case where visual 
references may be temporarily lost while below MDA or DH. The commenter asks whether the rule 
requires that a missed approach be conducted even though visual references reappear. The rule 
provides that any time the conditions of the rule are met, a missed approach is not required. During 







the time when the visual references are not available below MDA or DH, however, the pilot is 
expected to initiate a missed approach. When below MDA or DH, any deliberate delay in initiation 
of a missed approach in the hope that visual references will soon reappear, is not appropriate, 
such as in the case of deliberate descent through low cloud, scud, or fog in which the requirements 
of §  91.116(c) cannot be met. If the pilot uses normal procedures, however, and does not 
deliberately delay taking action to transit the intermittent condition, but still has not initiated the 
missed approach when the visual references reappear, a missed approach is not required.   
Use of Person or Pilot  


Some provisions of the rules are intended to refer only to a pilot because the rule can only be 
used by a pilot crewmember during flight, for example sighting visual references during a landing 
as specified in §  91.116(c). However, other provisions of the revised rules may apply to an 
operator or someone other than a pilot flight crewmember, for example §  91.6(g) concerning 
operations specifications. In an instance such as §  91.6(g), "operation of an aircraft" may apply to 
other persons as well as the pilot because other persons may also be responsible for correct 
application of a certificate holder's operations specifications. The revised rules provide for this 
situation by retaining the word "person" where someone other than the pilot of an aircraft may also 
be involved with application of the rules, and the rules use the term "pilot" where a rule clearly is 
intended for use by a pilot crewmember during flight.   
The Amendments  


Accordingly, the Federal Aviation Administration amends Parts 1, 91, and 121 of the Federal 
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR Parts 1, 91, and 121), as follows effective:  


PART 1 -- DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS  


 §  1.1 [Amended]  


1. By amending §  1.1 of Part 1 by adding a definition of "Category III Operations" immediately 
following the definition of "Category II Operations" as follows:  
* * * * *  
"Category III operations," with respect to the operation of aircraft, means an ILS approach to, and 
landing on, the runway of an airport using a Category III ILS instrument approach procedure issued 
by the Administrator or other appropriate authority.  
* * * * *  


PART 91 -- GENERAL OPERATING AND FLIGHT RULES  


2. By revising §  91.6 to read as follows:  


 §  91.6 Category II and III operations: general operating rules.  


(a) No person may operate a civil aircraft in a Category II or Category III operation unless:  


(1) The flightcrew of the aircraft consists of a pilot in command and a second in command who 
hold the appropriate authorizations and ratings prescribed in §  61.3 of this chapter;  


(2) Each flight crewmember has adequate knowledge of, and familiarity with, the aircraft and 
the procedures to be used; and  


(3) The instrument panel in front of the pilot who is controlling the aircraft has appropriate 
instrumentation for the type of flight control guidance system that is being used. 


(b) Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator, no person may operate a civil aircraft in a 
Category II or Category III operation unless each ground component required for that operation 
and the related airborne equipment is installed and operating. 







(c) For the purpose of this section, when the approach procedure being used provides for and 
requires use of a DH, the authorized decision height is the DH prescribed by the approach 
procedure, the DH prescribed for the pilot in command, or the DH for which the aircraft is equipped, 
whichever is higher. 


(d) Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator, no pilot operating an aircraft in a 
Category II or Category III approach that provides and requires use of a DH may continue the 
approach below the authorized decision height unless the following conditions are met: 


(1) The aircraft is in a position from which a descent to a landing on the intended runway can 
be made at a normal rate of descent using normal maneuvers, and where that descent rate will 
allow touchdown to occur within the touchdown zone of the runway of intended landing. 


(2) At least one of the following visual references for the intended runway is distinctly visible 
and identifiable to the pilot: 


(i) The approach light system, except that the pilot may not descend below 100 feet above the 
touchdown zone elevation using the approach lights as a reference unless the red terminating bars 
or the red side row bars are also distinctly visible and identifiable. 


(ii) The threshold. 


(iii) The threshold markings. 


(iv) The threshold lights. 


(v) The touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings. 


(vi) The touchdown zone lights. 


(e) Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator, each pilot operating an aircraft shall 
immediately execute an appropriate missed approach whenever prior to touchdown the 
requirements of paragraph (d) of this section are not met. 


(f) No person operating an aircraft using a Category III approach without decision height may 
land that aircraft except in accordance with the provisions of the letter of authorization issued by 
the Administrator. 


(g) Paragraphs (a) through (f) of this section do not apply to operations conducted by the 
holders of certificates issued under Parts 121, 123, 125, 129, or 135 of this chapter. No person 
may operate a civil aircraft in a Category II or Category III operation conducted by the holder of a 
certificate issued under Parts 121, 123, 125, 129, or 135 of this chapter unless the operation is 
conducted in accordance with that certificate holder's operations specifications. 


3. By revising §  91.116 to read as follows: 


 §  91.116 Takeoff and landing under IFR. 


(a) Instrument approaches to civil airports.  Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator 
for paragraphs (a) through (k) of this section, when an instrument letdown to a civil airport is 
necessary, each person operating an aircraft, except a military aircraft of the United States, shall 
use a standard instrument approach procedure prescribed for the airport in Part 97 of this chapter. 


(b) Authorized DH or MDA.  For the purpose of this section, when the approach procedure 
being used provides for and requires use of a DH or MDA, the authorized decision height or 
authorized minimum descent altitude is the DH or MDA prescribed by the approach procedure, the 
DH or MDA prescribed for the pilot in command, or the DH or MDA for which the aircraft is 
equipped, whichever is higher. 







(c) Operation below DH or MDA.  Where a DH or MDA is applicable, no pilot may operate an 
aircraft, except a military aircraft of the United States, at any airport below the authorized MDA or 
continue an approach below the authorized DH unless --  


(1) The aircraft is continuously in a position from which a descent to a landing on the intended 
runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using normal maneuvers, and for operations 
conducted under Part 121 or Part 135 unless that descent rate will allow touchdown to occur within 
the touchdown zone of the runway of intended landing; 


(2) The flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the standard instrument 
approach procedure being used; 


(3) Except for a Category II or Category III approach where any necessary visual reference 
requirements are specified by the Administrator, at least one of the following visual references for 
the intended runway is distinctly visible and identifiable to the pilot: 


(i) The approach light system, except that the pilot may not descend below 100 feet above the 
touchdown zone elevation using the approach lights as a reference unless the red terminating bars 
or the red side row bars are also distinctly visible and identifiable. 


(ii) The threshold. 


(iii) The threshold markings. 


(iv) The threshold lights. 


(v) The runway end identifier lights. 


(vi) The visual approach slope indicator. 


(vii) The touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings. 


(viii) The touchdown zone lights. 


(ix) The runway or runway markings. 


(x) The runway lights; and 


(4) When the aircraft is on a straight-in nonprecision approach procedure which incorporates a 
visual descent point, the aircraft has reached the visual descent point, except where the aircraft is 
not equipped for or capable of establishing that point or a descent to the runway cannot be made 
using normal procedures or rates of descent if descent is delayed until reaching that point. 


(d) Landing.  No pilot operating an aircraft, except a military aircraft of the United States, may 
land that aircraft when the flight visibility is less than the visibility prescribed in the standard 
instrument approach procedure being used. 


(e) Missed approach procedures.  Each pilot operating an aircraft, except a military aircraft of 
the United States, shall immediately execute an appropriate missed approach procedure when 
either of the following conditions exist: 


(1) Whenever the requirements of paragraph (c) of this section are not met at either of the 
following times: 


(i) When the aircraft is being operated below MDA; or 


(ii) Upon arrival at the missed approach point, including a DH where a DH is specified and its 
use is required, and at any time after that until touchdown.  







(2) Whenever an identifiable part of the airport is not distinctly visible to the pilot during a 
circling maneuver at or above MDA, unless the inability to see an identifiable part of the airport 
results only from a normal bank of the aircraft during the circling approach.  


(f) Civil airport takeoff minimums. Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator, no pilot 
operating an aircraft under Part 121, 123, 125, 129, or 135 of this chapter may take off from a civil 
airport under IFR unless weather conditions are at or above the weather minimums for IFR takeoff 
prescribed for that airport under Part 97 of this chapter. If takeoff minimums are not prescribed 
under Part 97 of this chapter for a particular airport, the following minimums apply to takeoffs under 
IFR for aircraft operating under those parts:  


(1) For aircraft having two engines or less -- 1 statute mile visibility.  


(2) For aircraft having more than two engines -- 1/2 statute mile visibility.  


(g) Military airports. Unless otherwise prescribed by the Administrator, each person operating a 
civil aircraft under IFR into or out of a military airport shall comply with the instrument approach 
procedures and the takeoff and landing minimums prescribed by the military authority having 
jurisdiction of that airport.  


(h) Comparable values of RVR and ground visibility.   


(1) Except for Category II or Category III minimums, if RVR minimums for takeoff or landing are 
prescribed in an instrument approach procedure, but RVR is not reported for the runway of 
intended operation, the RVR minimum shall be converted to ground visibility in accordance with the 
table in paragraph (h)(2) of this section and shall be the visibility minimum for takeoff or landing on 
that runway.  


(2)  
  


RVR (feet) Visibility (statute miles) 
  


 1,600   1/4  
 2,400   1/2  
 3,200   5/8  
 4,000   3/4  
 4,500   7/8  
 5,000   1 
 6,000   1 1/4  
  


(i) Operations on unpublished routes and use of radar in instrument approach procedures. 
When radar is approved at certain locations for ATC purposes, it may be used not only for 
surveillance and precision radar approaches, as applicable, but also may be used in conjunction 
with instrument approach procedures predicated on other types of radio navigational aids. Radar 
vectors may be authorized to provide course guidance through the segments of an approach 
procedure to the final approach course or fix. When operating on an unpublished route or while 
being radar vectored, the pilot, when an approach clearance is received, shall, in addition to 
complying with §  91.119, maintain the last altitude assigned to that pilot until the aircraft is 
established on a segment of a published route or instrument approach procedure unless a different 
altitude is assigned by ATC. After the aircraft is so established, published altitudes apply to 
descent within each succeeding route or approach segment unless a different altitude is assigned 
by ATC. Upon reaching the final approach course or fix, the pilot may either complete the 







instrument approach in accordance with a procedure approved for the facility or continue a 
surveillance or precision radar approach to a landing.  


(j) Limitation on procedure turns. In the case of a radar vector to a final approach course or fix, 
a timed approach from a holding fix, or an approach for which the procedure specifies "No PT", no 
pilot may make a procedure turn unless cleared to do so by ATC.  


(k) ILS components. The basic ground components of an ILS are the localizer, glide slope, 
outer marker, middle marker, and, when installed for use with Category II or Category III instrument 
approach procedures, an inner marker. A compass locator or precision radar may be substituted 
for the outer or middle marker. DME, VOR, or nondirectional beacon fixes authorized in the 
standard instrument approach procedure or surveillance radar may be substituted for the outer 
marker. Applicability of, and substitution for, the inner marker for Category II or III approaches is 
determined by the appropriate Part 97 approach procedure, letter of authorization, or operations 
specification pertinent to the operation.   


4. By removing §  91.117 and marking it as follows:  


 §  91.117 [Reserved]  


PART 121 -- CERTIFICATION AND OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND 
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF LARGE AIRCRAFT  


5. By revising §  121.651 to read as follows:  


 §  121.651 Takeoff and landing weather minimums: IFR: all certificate holders.  


(a) Notwithstanding any clearance from ATC, no pilot may begin a takeoff in an airplane under 
IFR when the weather conditions reported by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source 
approved by that Service, or a source approved by the Administrator, are less than those specified 
in --  


(1) The certificate holder's operations specifications; or  


(2) Parts 91 and 97 of this chapter, if the certificate holder's operations specifications do not 
specify takeoff minimums for the airport.  


(b) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, no pilot may continue an approach past 
the final approach fix, or where a final approach fix is not used, begin the final approach segment 
of an instrument approach procedure --  


(1) At any airport, unless the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by that 
Service, or a source approved by the Administrator, issues a weather report for that airport; and  


(2) At airports within the United States and its territories or at U.S. military airports, unless the 
latest weather report for that airport issued by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source 
approved by that Service, or a source approved by the Administrator, reports the visibility to be 
equal to or more than the visibility minimums prescribed for that procedure. For the purpose of this 
section, the term "U.S. military airports" means airports in foreign countries where flight operations 
are under the control of U.S. military authority.  


(c) If a pilot has begun the final approach segment of an instrument approach procedure in 
accordance with paragraph (b) of this section and after that receives a later weather report 
indicating below-minimum conditions, the pilot may continue the approach to DH or MDA. Upon 
reaching DH or at MDA, and at any time before the missed approach point, the pilot may continue 
the approach below DH or MDA and touch down if --  







(1) The aircraft is continuously in a position from which a descent to a landing on the intended 
runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using normal maneuvers, and where that descent 
rate will allow touchdown to occur within the touchdown zone of the runway of intended landing;  


(2) The flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the standard instrument 
approach procedure being used; 


(3) Except for Category II or Category III approaches where any necessary visual reference 
requirements are specified by authorization of the Administrator, at least one of the following visual 
references for the intended runway is distinctly visable and identifiable to the pilot: 


(i) The approach light system, except that the pilot may not descend below 100 feet above the 
touchdown zone elevation using the approach lights as a reference unless the red terminating bars 
or the red side row bars are also distinctly visible and identifiable. 


(ii) The threshold. 


(iii) The threshold markings. 


(iv) The threshold lights. 


(v) The runway end identifier lights. 


(vi) The visual approach slope indicator. 


(vii) The touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings. 


(viii) The touchdown zone lights. 


(ix) The runway or runway markings. 


(x) The runway lights; and 


(4) When the aircraft is on a straight-in nonprecision approach procedure which incorporates a 
visual descent point, the aircraft has reached the visual descent point, except where the aircraft is 
not equipped for or capable of establishing that point, or a descent to the runway cannot be made 
using normal procedures or rates of descent if descent is delayed until reaching that point. 


(d) A pilot may begin the final approach segment of an instrument approach procedure other 
than a Category II or Category III procedure at an airport when the visibility is less than the visibility 
minimums prescribed for that procedure if that airport is served by a operative ILS and an 
operative PAR, and both are used by the pilot. However, no pilot may operate an aircraft below the 
authorized MDA, or continue an approach below the authorized DH, unless --  


(1) The aircraft is continuously in a position from which a descent to a landing on the intended 
runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using normal maneuvers and where such a 
descent rate will allow touchdown to occur within the touchdown zone of the runway of intended 
landing; 


(2) The flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the standard instrument 
approach procedure being used; and 


(3) Except for Category II or Category III approaches where any necessary visual reference 
requirements are specified by the authorization of the Administrator, at least one of the following 
visual references for the intended runway is distinctly visible and identifiable to the pilot: 


(i) The approach light system, except that the pilot may not descend below 100 feet above the 
touchdown zone elevation using the approach lights as a reference unless the red terminating bars 
or the red side row bars are also distinctly visible and identifiable. 







(ii) The threshold. 


(iii) The threshold markings. 


(iv) The threshold lights. 


(v) The runway end identifier lights. 


(vi) The visual approach slope indicator. 


(vii) The touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings. 


(viii) The touchdown zone lights. 


(ix) The runway or runway markings. 


(x) The runway lights. 


(e) For the purpose of this section, the final approach segment begins at the final approach fix 
or facility precribed in the instrument approach procedure. When a final approach fix is not 
prescribed for a procedure that includes a procedure turn, the final approach segment begins at 
the point where the procedure turn is completed and the aircraft is established inbound toward the 
airport on the final approach course within the distance prescribed in the procedure. 


(f) Unless otherwise authorized in the certificate holder's operations specifications, each pilot 
making an IFR takeoff, approach, or landing at a foreign airport shall comply with the applicable 
instrument approach procedures and weather minimums prescribed by the authority having 
jurisdiction over the airport.  


6. By removing §  121.653 and marking it as follows: 


 §  121.653 [Reserved] 
(Sec. 307, 313(a), 501, 601, 601(a) and 604, Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 
1348, 1354(a), 1401, 1421, 1421(a), and 1424); and sec. 6(c) of the Department of Transportation 
Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c)))  


Note. -- The Federal Aviation Administration has determined that this document involves a 
regulation which is not significant under Executive Order 12044, as implemented by DOT 
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034; February 26, 1979). A copy of the evaluation 
prepared for this action is contained in the regulatory docket. A copy of it may be obtained by 
writing to the person identified under "For Further Information Contact:"  


Note. -- This rule is a final order of the Administrator as defined by the Federal Aviation Act of 
1958, as amended. As such, it is subject to review only by the courts of appeals of the United 
States or the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.  


Issued in Washington, D.C. on December 30, 1980. 
Langhorne Bond, 


Administrator. 
[FR Doc. 81-459 Filed 1-7-81; 8:45 am] 


BILLING CODE 4910-13-M  
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reasons the wording of former § 91.117(b)(2) with respect to an "appropriate" missed 
approach is retained in § 91.116(e). (Emphasis added)  

 
Gary Fiske, AJT-28, asked does the final rule mean that the options must be in the AIM.  Roy 
stated again that it is the pilot/operator responsibility to determine what to do after passing the 
MAP.  Action at that point is outside the presumptions of procedure designers and ATC; it is a 
performance issue.  Gary asked how is the controller to know what the pilot is doing.  Rich 
responded that in this instance, the situation is a de facto emergency and it is incumbent on 
the pilot to advise ATC.  John Blair, AFS-260, reminded everyone that the primary goal is to 
keep the aircraft from hitting the rocks.  The AIM provides guidance and ATC is secondary.  
Dan Diggins closed by saying that the request for airport evaluations may be a moot point if 
the rule is in place.  Rich provided the following proposed language for AIM paragraph 5-4-
21h, which he revised to be more closely based on the preamble language provided above 
and requests AFS-410 consider it for inclusion in the AIM: 

 
Proposed AIM language for AIM paragraph 5-4-21h (Rv 12, NBAA, 10-27-2009) 

A clearance for an instrument approach procedure includes a clearance to fly the published 
missed approach procedure, unless otherwise instructed ATC.  The published missed 
approach procedure provides obstacle clearance only when the missed approach is 
conducted on the missed approach segment from or above the missed approach point.  If the 
aircraft initiates a missed approach at a point prior to the missed approach point, from below 
MDA or DH, or on a circling approach, obstacle clearance is not necessarily provided by 
following the published missed approach procedure.  During pre-approach planning, the pilot 
should assess the actions to be taken in the event of a balked landing beyond the missed 
approach point or below the MDA or DA(H) based on the anticipated weather conditions and 
available aircraft performance.  If balked landing occurs at a position where it is no longer 
possible to fly the published missed approach and alternative missed approach instructions 
are not available from ATC, obstacle clearance is the pilot's responsibility.  14 CFR 91.175 
authorizes the pilot to fly an appropriate missed approach procedure.  When a missed 
approach is initiated in this situation, the pilot must consider other factors such as the aircraft's 
geographical location with respect to the prescribed missed approach point, direction of flight 
and/or minimum turning altitudes in the prescribed missed approach procedure, aircraft 
performance, visual climb restrictions, charted obstacles, takeoff obstacle departure 
procedure, takeoff visual climb requirements as expressed by nonstandard takeoff minima, or 
other factors not specifically expressed by the approach procedures.  If the pilot executes any 
procedure other than the published missed, they should advise ATC as soon as possible with 
current actions and intentions. 

 
Status:  1) AFS-410 evaluate and coordinate the NBAA recommended AIM change; and,  
2) AJT-28 evaluate the preamble language for Part 91.116 (now 91.175) and re-assess the 
need for the requested airport review.  Item Open - (AFS-410 and AJT-28). 
 
 o. 07-01-274:  AIM Information Regarding ODP Minimum Crossing Altitudes 
 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed that policy revisions recommended by the ad-hoc DP 
Working Group have been made to Order 8260.46D and the AIM.  The changes were 
published on August 27.  Gary Fiske, AJT-28 stated that corresponding changes to JO 
7110.65 have been coordinated and will be published on February 11, 2010.  Tom 
recommended the issue be closed and the Group concurred. 
 
Status:  Item Closed. 
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p. 07-02-278:  Advanced RNAV (FMS/GPS) Performance of Holding Patterns Defined by 
Leg Length 

 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following from Dr Sherri Avery, AFS-450: “AFS-450 is 
continuing analysis of FMS/GPS information. AFS-420 (Steve Jackson) has been assisting in 
obtaining problem statement information, including, to what extent does RNAV Holding exist?  
 
Status:  AFS-450 to continue to work the issue and provide updates.  Item Open (AFS-450).   
 
 q. 08-01-279:  Expected Airplane Performance on Instrument Departure Procedures 
 
Bruce McGray, AFS-410, was absent when this issue was discussed; however, Bill Hammett, 
AFS-420 (ISI),  briefed that the recommended AIM changes presented by Rich Boll, NBAA, at 
meeting 08-01 were included in the August 27 AIM Change - See AIM paragraphs 5-2-8b2 
and 5-2-8e1(d).  Since all action is complete, Bill recommended the issue be closed and the 
Group concurred. 
 
Status:  Item Closed. 
 
 r. 09-01-282:  Glide Slope Intercept Altitudes on ILS Parallel Approaches 
 

Editor’s Note: This issue and 09-01-283 were discussed simultaneously.  The 
minutes are written to reflect and clarify pertinent points regarding each issue.  This 
issue relates primarily to ILS approaches with multiple glide slope intercept altitudes.  

 
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed that, as recommended at the last ACF-IPG meeting, 
guidance to revise the chart note for multiple glide slope (GS) intercept altitudes was included 
in Change 3 to Order 8260.19 under paragraph 852f(1) - see below, change in red text:   

“…..If more than one GS/GP intercept altitude is necessary to support ATC operations, the 
GS/GP intercept point closest to the threshold is the PFAF and the additional intercept altitudes 
will be specified in a profile view note.  Document the additional glidepath intercept information 
in the Notes block as follows:  
Chart profile note:  *When assigned by ATC, intercept and track glidepath.” 

Brad Rush, AJW-372, stated that this issue was also a topic of discussion at the PARC the 
previous week.  The PARC is looking at reducing separation between runway centerlines and 
perhaps reducing the vertical separation between glide slope intercept altitudes to save fuel.  
Gary Fiske, AJT-28 asked whether glide slope intercept altitudes were temperature corrected.  
The answer is no.  Bruce McGray, AFS-410, suggested that on ILS approaches with multiple 
GS intercept altitudes, perhaps the ILS “feather” should be extended to the highest altitude 
intercept point.  Additionally, Bruce suggested ATC phraseology should include “fly glideslope” 
with the approach clearance indicating that stepdown altitude restrictions after glide slope 
intercept are not applicable. This suggestion was not well received.  Rich Boll, NBAA, noted 
that the original recommendation document requested the addition of a note to AIM paragraph 
5-4-5-b to clarify early glidepath intercept procedures and PFAF identification.  He requested 
this addition be given consideration by AFS-410.  The group consensus is that the issue may 
be closed when the AIM is updated. 
 
Status:  1) AFS-410 to evaluate the NBAA recommendation to update AIM paragraph 5-4-5-b. 
Item Open (AFS-410). 
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 s. 09-01-283:  Intermediate Fix Altitudes & ILS Glide Slope 
 

Editor’s Note: This issue and 09-01-282 were discussed simultaneously.  The 
minutes are written to reflect and clarify pertinent points made regarding each issue.  
This issue addresses pilots intercepting and tracking the glide slope (GS) prior to the 
PFAF with ATC clearance to do so. 

 
The discussion centered primarily on the Teterboro, NJ ILS RWY 6 IAP.  The procedure has a 
minimum intermediate fix (IF) (VINGS) altitude of 2000 and specifies a mandatory IF stepdown 
fix (DANDY) altitude of 1500, prior to the 1300 GS intercept altitude.  Pilots routinely, upon 
receiving clearance for the approach, intercept and fly the GS at 2000, thus missing the 
mandatory 1500 restriction, which is established to provide vertical separation with aircraft 
arriving Newark.  Various chart notes and ATC clearance phraseology were discussed.  Gary 
Fiske, AJT-28, stated that most controllers at Newark include the phrase “cross DANDY at 1500” 
in the approach clearance; however some pilots still opt to fly the GS and miss the restriction.  
Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, stated that his research indicated the procedure coding is correct.  
Ted added that Jeppesen’s representation of the ILS GS intercept in the profile illustrates the 
unique 1500 foot mandatory crossing altitude below the GS at DANDY.  This charting 
methodology received favorable comment.  The Jeppesen depiction was the direct result of a 
Non-Standard Special Revision Order requested separately, by a representative of the FAA.  
Brad Rush, AJW-372, mentioned that the problem could possibly be resolved by revising the IAP 
lateral track and profile and he will have the procedure developers for Teterboro check into it.  
Dan Diggins, AJT-28, stated that he believes an FAA safety inspection to review Teterboro is 
scheduled.  Tom Schneider recommended that AFS-410 review the NBAA original 
recommendation document that requested the addition of another subparagraph AIM paragraph 
5-4-5-b to clarify pilot responsibilities when intercepting the GS prior to the PFAF or as assigned 
by ATC (see issue 09-01-282).   
 
Status:  1) AFS-410 to review proposed new AIM paragraph 5-4-5-b-5 and 2) AJW-372 to 
study possible procedure re-design for the ILS RWY 6 at Teterboro.   
Item Open (AFS-410 and AJW-372). 
  
 t. 09-01-284:  Question of TERPs Containment with Late Intercepts 
 
Bruce McGray, AFS-410, briefed that the issue was discussed at ATPAC and a DCP was 
being developed for a change to Order 7110.65.  The DCP will allow radar vectors to a point 
inside the IF for RNAV GNSS IAPs provided the turn on would be within 30 degrees of the 
final approach course and at least 3 NM prior to the FAF.  They are still awaiting data 
collection on avionics equipment performance to determine whether a turn on at or within 3 
NM will allow equipment to ramp down.   Tom Schneider, AFS-420, asked if there was any 
update on the proposal to allow non radar clearances direct to a fix inside the IF.  Gary Fiske, 
AJT-28, stated that this is being considered and quoted a proposed DCP change.  Rich Boll, 
NBAA, stated that this issue was discussed in another meeting yesterday and NBAA would 
non-concur with such a change pending verification of FMS performance.  He understood the 
issue is in a HIA status pending this verification.  Rich added that NBAA supports direct-to-IF 
clearances for both RNAV and conventional IAPs, but will not support clearances inside the IF 
until it is determined how FMSs will perform.  Paul Ewing, AJR-37 (AMTI), stated that ATPAC 
AOC 102-2 will close the direct-to-IF issue for conventional approaches.   
 
Status:  AFS-410, with support from AJR-37and NBAA to continue to track the issue and 
report result of FMS performance evaluations.  Item Open (AFS-410, AJR-37 and NBAA). 
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 u. 09-01-285:  U.S. RNAV Routes Coincident with Conventional Airways 
 
Paul Ewing, AJR-37 (AMTI), briefed that he checked into the issue.  The T-Routes in Alaska 
were re-published; however, in so doing, the problem was made worse by an increase in 
overlapping routes.  Alaska routes are being re-addressed.  He also affirmed that AFS guidance 
allows T-Routes to overlap Victor airways.  Paul added that the RNP Office is staffing T and Q 
route policy through the SMRD process.  Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI), stated he believed the 
original intent of the guidance for RITTRs (now T-Routes) was to allow overlap within the route to 
allow for logical route continuations, but not intended to arbitrarily extend (overlap) the routes 
beyond the point necessary to re-join the airway structure.  Paul responded that the overlaps are 
usually for ATC convenience to simplify clearances. Ted Thompson asked that once the T-Route 
connects with the airway structure, what is to stop continued overlapping.  Paul responded that 
Victor airways overlap and T routes should be treated the same.  It should be up to ATC.  Peter 
Pasquale, AJR-37 (AMTI), stated that one route simplifies flight plan filing and ATC clearances.  
Gary Fiske, AJT-28, also supported T-Route overlap for controller convenience.  Ted 
commented that the ATC issues are understood and acknowledged, but there will be a negative 
consequence if the number of RNAV routes duplicating conventional routes is allowed to 
increase.  The negative consequences would be increased overhead for maintenance (system 
wide), increased chart congestion, chart readability and interpretation by pilots; in short, 
increased requirements = increased scale = increased charts.  Valerie Watson, AJW-372, 
supported Ted’s concern over chart complexity.  Paul then stated that when the RITTR program 
was first started, policy guidance required the ATC proposals to be forwarded to NACO for 
prototype charting and review.  This advance peek at the charts prompted many useful 
suggestions from cartographers to simplify routes and reduce chart complexity.  He will 
coordinate to see if that process can be re-started as well as ensure that new policy will 
emphasize minimizing overlap.  Paul recommended the issue be closed.  Ted commented that 
Jeppesen made the recommendation to raise attention, at this early stage of implementation, so 
that informed decisions could be made and possibly avoid similar RNAV-related chart congestion 
concerns affecting RNAV RNP approach charts.  He agreed to close the agenda item with the 
request that the official minutes about the closure include mention of the inherent “acceptance” of 
the negative consequences that will likely become evident in the future.  This request will provide 
a record for future reference in case the general subject of en route chart or display congestion is 
raised again sometime in the future. 
 
Status:  Item Closed. 
 
5.  New Business:   
 
 a. 09-02-286: Initial “Climb & Maintain” Altitude on Standard Instrument Departure 

Procedures 
 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  Rich stated that there have been numerous 
occasions where pilots are issued an IFR clearance with a SID assigned.  Either in 
conjunction with the takeoff clearance or immediately after departure, the aircraft is 
subsequently assigned “climb and maintain …..”  Many pilots consider this an amended ATC 
clearance that voids all SID altitude restrictions unless the SID restrictions are restated or the 
pilot is advised to comply with published restrictions.  This has led to many pilots breaking at-
or-below and mandatory altitude restrictions that are becoming more common on RNAV 
departures, especially in the western states.  Bill Hammett, AFS-420 (ISI), noted that there 
were discussions at some former ACF meetings regarding “climb via” phraseology similar to 
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the “descend via” term used for arrivals.  He doesn’t know the current status of the proposal, 
but suggested that this phraseology would solve the issue by standardizing procedures.  Mike 
Hilbert, AJR-37, responded that “climb via” was intended only for those instances where an 
aircraft was taken off (i.e., vectored) a SID by ATC and then cleared back on it.  Al Herndon, 
MITRE, stated that this issue was before the Charting Group previously as a “Top Altitude” for 
SIDs.  John Blair, AFS-260, stated that when ATC issues an altitude, pilots don’t usually know 
the reason for it; e.g., noise abatement, terrain clearance, traffic separation, etc.  Dan Diggins, 
AJR-28, stated that he would form a group with representatives of the Terminal (AJT-28), En 
Route (AJE-31), and System Operations (AJR-37) Service Units to study the issue to 
determine whether it is related to charting, procedure design policy, or ATC procedures.  
 
Status:  AJT-28, with support from AJE-31 and AJR-37, to form a sub group to study the 
issue and report.  Item Open (AJT-28, AJE-31, and AJR-37). 
 

b. 09-02-287 Operator Training Concerning One Engine Inoperative (OEI) Contingency 
Planning For IFR Departure Procedures 

 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  AC 120-91, Airport Obstacle Analysis, was published 
in 2007 and is referred to by the AIM for guidance in developing one engine inoperative (OEI) 
procedures.  AC 120-91 guidance is emphasized to operators under Part 121.  However, Rich 
stated that NBAA is concerned that prior to the AC’s release, many Part 135 operators and Part 
142 training centers had developed ad hoc methods for takeoff obstacle avoidance based on 
complying with ODP or SID climb requirements under OEI.  While this methodology may appear 
acceptable, it does not account for critical differences between TERPS criteria, Part 25 OEI 
takeoff certification rules, and the operating rules for OEI takeoff obstacle avoidance contained 
in the Part 135, Subpart I - see the full Recommendation Document for additional details.  NBAA 
is requesting the FAA notify operators and Part 142 training centers of the requirement to apply 
the performance data provided in the Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) using the procedures 
specifically described within the AFM when meeting the OEI takeoff obstacle avoidance rules of 
Subpart I, Part 121 or Part 135 as applicable.  It must be further emphasized that the use of 
other procedures, techniques, or other work-arounds are not authorized unless specifically 
approved by the FAA.  Further, Flight Standards should re-enforce that operators and training 
centers refer to AC 120-91 for guidance on OEI takeoff obstacle procedure development and 
alternative procedure approval.  Since this guidance concerns regulatory compliance and 
safety, NBAA requests that it be published though a SAFO to all Part 135 operators and Part 
142 training centers.  Lastly, Rich recommended that the Instrument Procedures Handbook on 
IFR departures be expanded to include a discussion on OEI takeoff obstacle avoidance 
planning for airplanes subject to the 91.175(f)(4) requirements with specific reference to AC 
120-91.  Harry Hodges, AFS-420, briefed that he is the AFS representative to the Airport 
Obstruction Standards Committee (AOSC).  The AOSC is not only looking at OEI surfaces, but 
also has initiated a pilot program at 5 airports under OE/AAA to try to develop a common 
surface for both TERPS and airport design standards.  Official action has been tasked for the 
ATO, AVS, and Airports Division to work together to resolve differences.  Roy Maxwell, Delta, 
added that the required policy guidance is already in place and supports the objective to provide 
notification and education to affected performance engineering organizations about the accurate 
application of the latest guidelines.  Rich volunteered to lead a small ad hoc working group 
consisting of himself, Roy Maxwell, and representatives of AFS-200 and 400 to address the 
issue presented before the ACF-IPG. 
 
Status:  Rich Boll to form and lead an ad hoc working group to address the issue. 
Item Open (NBAA). 
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 c. 09-02-288 VNAV Minimums vs. Circle to Land  
 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  Rich stated that traditionally TERPS does not allow 
circling minimums lower than straight-in minimums.  However, many new RNAV approaches 
with LPV, LNAV/VNAV, and VNAV straight-in lines of minima published do have a circling 
minimum descent altitude (CMDA) lower than the LNAV/VNAV decision altitude (DA).  This 
can cause confusion for pilots equipped for LNAV/VNAV but not LPV.  Tom Schneider, AFS-
420, stated that this has been an item of discussion between the AFS-420 staff and the 
National Aeronautical Navigation Services (NANS).  One option is to publish separate charts.  
Brad Rush, NANS, stated that this is an old issue.  When LNAV/VNAV minimums were first 
added to LNAV approaches, minimums were being raised.  Many users, AOPA in particular, 
were concerned that minimums were being raised and LNAV minimums deleted.  It was 
decided to publish both lines of minima to provide greater flexibility for all users.  Tom 
Schneider, AFS-420, explained that TERPS criteria specified that “….the CMDA must not be 
above the FAF altitude or below the straight-in MDA of the highest nonprecision approach (NPA) line of 
minima published on the same chart….”(See 8260.3, Volume 1, paragraph 3.2.1b).  LNAV/VNAV is 
considered APV; therefore, the LNAV MDA is the default when establishing the CMDA.  Rich 
noted that lots of industry cannot fly LPV; however, they can fly the approach to the LNAV 
minima using baro-VNAV for vertical guidance.  Therefore, he questions the need to publish 
LNAV/VNAV minima when these minima are significantly higher than the LNAV minima.  
NBAA supports retaining LNAV/VNAV minima when these minima are at or near the LNAV 
minima.  Lev Prichart also suggested that perhaps we should get rid of LNAV/VNAV.  Brad 
responded that establishing LNAV/VNAV procedures at Part 139 airports was a CAST 
initiative and he doubted whether NBAA and AOPA would support losing the option.  The 
issue was raised that perhaps LNAV/VNAV minimums should be eliminated when the DA(H) 
is calculated to be higher than LNAV MDA.  Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, stated that he is not in 
favor of publishing separate Z,Y,X approaches as not all boxes can accommodate multiple 
procedures of the same type to the same runway.  Tom recommended that Rich take the 
issue back to NBAA and determine whether there is a set value difference between the LNAV 
MDA and the LNAV/VNAV DA where LNAV/VNAV should not be published.  Rich agreed to 
do so. 
 
Status:  NBAA to further assess the issue and report.  Item Open (NBAA). 
 
 d. 09-02-289 Use of Leg Combinations and Altitude Constraints on RNAV Departure 

Procedures 
 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  Rich stated that many new RNAV departures are 
designed using leg types and altitude restrictions that are incompatible with many FMSs.  For 
example a VA-to-CF leg does not provide a static turn point, altitude restrictions in a VI-to-CF 
present problems, and many FMSs cannot handle mandatory altitudes.  Rich provided several 
examples using current SIDs; the DUUKE ONE RNAV SID at John Wayne Airport-Orange 
County (KSNA) and the RUUDY ONE RNAV SID at Teterboro, NJ (KTEB).  Tom Schneider, 
AFS-420, stated that some ‘legacy FMSs’ are not capable of flying a VI leg.  Accordingly, 
changes to FAA Order 8260.46D specify documenting the desired leg type (VI) and allowing 
use of a VA leg instead.  Brad Rush, AJW-372, stated that he doesn’t support eliminating all 
the available options for SID design, rather limit the application of the various options.  Brad 
added that the VA-CF combination is rarely used, but is necessary to support certain 
situations.  Dan Diggins, AJT-28, agreed with the recommendation and added that recent 
incidents at Dallas/Fort Worth prove that VA-to-CF legs don’t work as planned.  He also 
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agreed that a Letter to Airmen  published by John Wayne Tower provided incorrect guidance.  
Gary Fiske, AJT-28, stated the letter was corrected.  Tom agreed to forward this issue to the 
US-IFPP for consideration. 
 
Status:  The ACF-IPG Chair to forward the issue to the US-IFPP for response. 
Item Open (ACF-IPG Chair and US-IFPP). 
 
 e. 09-02-290 Call for Review and Revision of ARINC Leg Types Used in Construction 

of RNAV Departure Procedures 
 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  Rich stated that although closely related to Issue 09-
02-289, this recommendation is a long term effort.  NBAA believes it time to take a 
comprehensive look at how RNAV SIDs are designed under DO-236B, Minimum Aviation 
System Performance Standards: Required Navigation Performance for Area Navigation.  The 
FAA needs to more carefully evaluate current design criteria as we move more into the RNP 
world.  RNP DP design must be based on leg types that provide repeated ground tracks - 
specific leg types and associated altitude restriction limitations are included in the 
Recommendation Document.  Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, commented that the use of point-to-
point leg types for RNAV departures represents a larger, long range policy that has to be 
addressed.  The use of ‘air mass’ leg types is suited to ‘overlaying’ ground tracks of conventional 
departures, but include the inherent complications.  Also, the ICAO IFPP is moving toward point-
to-point RNAV departures.  Along with that comes the need to address system alignment on the 
ground prior to take-off (i.e. Quick Alignment QA waypoints).  Al Herndon, MITRE, stated that 
MITRE has been tasked with investigating RNP at 50 feet off the runway.  He also pointed out 
that RNAV RNP will be based on GPS, not DME/DME, and Quick Alignment waypoints might not 
be necessary; however, the question remains as to aircraft alignment necessary to support the 
tighter, more precise ground tracks available by the use exclusive use of point-to-point leg types 
for RNAV departures.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, agreed to forward this issue to the US-IFPP for 
consideration. 
 
Status:  The ACF-IPG Chair to forward the issue to the US-IFPP for response.   
Item Open (ACF-IPG Chair and US-IFPP). 
 
 f. 09-02-291 Straight-in Minimums NA at Night  
 
New issue presented by Rich Boll, NBAA.  Rich stated that NBAA members have raised 
questions concerning certain instrument approach procedure (IAP) charts that contain the 
statement “Straight-in minimums NA at night”; however, circling minimums for the same 
approach are authorized.  Additionally, in some cases a circle-land maneuver to that runway is 
authorized if using another IAP that serves the airport - Several charted examples were 
provided in the Recommendation Document.  NBAA believes this scenario introduces 
confusion for the pilot and also encourages pilots to conduct the much riskier circle-to-land 
approach at night in lieu of conducting a stabilized, straight-in approach.  This perceived 
contradiction might actually increase the risk of a low altitude encounter with unlighted low, 
close-in obstacles since the circling maneuver by nature is more likely to encounter obstacles 
at the fringes of the visual obstacle assessment area.  This is especially true for those 
obstacles that lie between the lateral limits of the Standard area and the Straight-in or Offset 
areas.  TERPS paragraph 251 specifies 3 different visual obstacle assessment areas: 
Standard, Straight-in, and Offset; however, there seems to be a contradiction between TERPS 
paragraph 251 and the required actions of TERPS Chapter 3, paragraph 3.3.2d.  Brad Rush, 
AJW-372, stated that in some cases, minimums are restricted due to survey accuracy.  He 
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questioned whether we should ever allow circling to a runway where an IFR straight-in 
approach is not authorized at night.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, concluded that this is a 
TERPS criteria issue and must be worked through the US-IFPP. 
 
Status:  The ACF-IPG Chair will forward the issue to the US IFPP for review and 
consideration.  Item Open (ACF-IPG Chair and US-IFPP). 
 
6.  Next Meeting:  ACF meeting 10-01 is scheduled for April 27-29, 2010 with the Air Line 
Pilots Association (ALPA), 535 Herndon Parkway, Herndon, VA  20192 as host.  Meeting 
10-02 is scheduled for October 26-28, 2010 with the MITRE Corporation, 7515 Colshire Dr., 
McLean, VA 22012 as host. 
 
Please note the attached Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) listing (attachment 1) 
for action items.  It is requested that all OPRs provide the Chair, Tom Schneider (with 
an information copy to Bill Hammett), a written status update on open issues not later 
than April 10 - a reminder notice will be provided.  
 
7.  Attachments (2):  1. OPR/Action Listing. 
 2. Attendance Listing. 
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OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 

 
AFS-470 92-02-110  (Cold Weather Altimetry) Continue to track issue and develop 

consolidated recommendation for PARC.  
Also, report results of MITRE study. 
 

AFS-470 96-01-166  (Descent Point on Flyby 
Waypoints. Originally “on course”) 

Develop AIM and other pilot educational 
material based on MITRE study. 
 

AFS-470 98-01-197 (Air Carrier Compliance  
With Climb Gradients) 

AFS-470: Monitor PARC actions and 
report progress. 
 

AJR-32 02-01-238  (Departure Minimums and 
DP NOTAMs) 

Report progress on re-write of Order 
7930.2 to include SID/STAR NOTAMs 
with all other instrument flight procedure 
(IFP) NOTAMs.  Report progress on 
development of the Federal NOTAM 
System (FNS). 
 

AJT-22 02-01-241  (Non-radar Level and 
Climbing Holding Patterns) 

Ensure controller awareness and 
education on what holding patterns are 
authorized for CIH. 
 

AFS-450 03-01-247  (Holding Pattern Selection 
Criteria) 

Continue research/evaluation on the issue 
and report. 
 

ACF-IPG Chair 04-01-250 (RNAV and Climb Gradient  
Missed Approach procedures) 

Monitor actions by AFS-600 and AFS-800 
to address ACF-IPG concerns. 
 

AFS-470 04-02-258  (VNAV IAPs using DA(H)  
and OpSpec C073) 

AFS-470:  Continue to develop 
operational guidance (AC-CDFA). 
 

AFS-420 05-01-259  (Visual Climb Over Airport) Continue working the issue through the 
USIFPP and report. 
 

AFS-450 06-02-267  (Option to Use Standard 
Timing for RNAV Holding Patterns) 
 

Assess use of timing in lieu of ATD for 
RNAV in holding pattern study.  
 

AFS-420 
AJT-22 
AJE-31 

07-01-269  (Diverse Vector Areas) AFS-420:  Ensure DVA criteria are 
developed through the US-IFPP. 
AJT-22 and AJE-31:  Jointly develop 
controller guidance for vectoring 
departures at airports with an ODP. 
 

AFS-420 07-01-270 (Course Change Limitation 
Notes on IAPs) 
 

Address issue through the US-IFPP when 
workload permits. 
 

AFS-410 
AJT-28 

07-01-272  (Use of ODP in Lieu of  
Published Missed Approach) 

AFS-410: Evaluate NBAA proposal for 
AIM 5-4-21h.  
AJT-28: Review preamble for Part 91.116 
and re-assess the need for the requested 
airport review. 
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OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 

 
AFS-450 
AFS-470 
 

07-02-278  (Advanced RNAV 
(FMS/GPS) Holding Patterns Defined by 
Leg Length)  
 

AFS-450:  Address the issue in 
conjunction with the holding pattern study. 
AFS-470:  Provide input on the issue for 
the study. 
 

AFS-410 09-01-282  (Glide Slope Intercept 
Altitudes on ILS Parallel Approaches) 
 

AFS-410:  Evaluate NBAA 
recommendation to add explanatory note 
to AIM paragraph 5-4-5b to clarify early 
glidepath intercept 
 

AFS-410 
AJW-372 

09-01-283  (Intermediate Fix Altitudes & 
ILS Glide Slope) 
 

AFS-410:  Review NBAA proposed new 
AIM paragraph 5-4-5b5. 
AJW-372:  Study feasibility of re-desing to 
ILS RWY 6 IAP at Teterboro. 
 

AFS-410 
AJR-37 
NBAA 
 

09-01-284:  (Question of TERPs 
Containment with Late Intercepts) 
 

AFS-410, with support from AJR-37and 
NBAA, continue to track the issue and 
report. 

AJT-28 
AJE-31 
AJR-37 

09-02-286:  (Initial “Climb & Maintain” 
Altitude on SIDS) 
 

AJT-28, with support from AJE-31 and 
AJR-37, to form a sub group to address 
the issue. 
 

NBAA 09-02-287:  (Operator Training 
Concerning OEI Contingency Planning 
For IFR Departure Procedures 
 

Form and lead an ad-hoc working group 
to address the issue. 

NBAA 09-02-288:  (VNAV Minimums vs. Circle 
to Land) 
 

Re-assess the issue to determine whether 
there is a set value difference between 
minimums where LNAV/VNAV should not 
be published. 
 

US-IFPP 09-02-289:  (Use of Leg Combinations 
and Altitude Constraints on RNAV 
Departure Procedures) 
 

Study issue and respond. 

US-IFPP 09-02-290:  (Call for Review and 
Revision of ARINC Leg Types Used in 
Construction of RNAV DPs)  
 

Study issue and respond 

US-IFPP 09-02-291:  (Straight-in Minimums NA at 
Night) 
 

Study issue and respond 
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